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president today by union labor leaders,
headed by Samuel Gompers, John
Mitchell, James O'Connell and Frank
Morrison. Foremost was the matter
concerning the issuance of injunctions by federal judges in labor dis
pufces. Exemption of labor organiza
tions from certain provisions of the
law also was dis
Sherman anti-tructrssed. The president has practical'
ly decided that his message shall make
ao specific recommendation regarding
the Sherman act as there is now pend
ins in the U. S. court or on the way
there, a number of important cases
involving the Interpretation of this
act.
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Eaton, N. M., Nov. 29. The
on the east bound St. Louis,
Rockv Mountain and Pacific mixea
passenger and freight train had
narrow escape yesterday morning as
the train was nearing Colfax station
according to advices received here,
Traffic is completely tied np and will
not be resumed until late today.
As the train was going into Colfax
at reduced speed, part of a coal car
caught on a switch in some manner
and three cars were derailed and
plunged over a steep embankment,
being smashed into kindling wood.
The track was torn up for many
yards. Had the train been moving a
trifle faster the result would have
been great loss of life. As it was, not
a passenger was hurt They were
to Dawson to remain over
night and proceeded on their way via
the Rock Island from that point this
morning.
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JN 80ME INSTANCES TRAINS ARE
STALLED
A GODSEND TO
STOCKMEN

Topeka, Kan., Nov. 29. From a
thousand to fifteen hundred telegraph
poiea are down in western Kansas
on the Rock Island and Santa Fe rail
roads, the result of a snow etorm
which began Saturday night and still
continues, though with diminished
force. Snow and sleet brought poles
down for miles. All trains are also
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29.
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Trains Snowbound.
Denver, Nov. 29. The enow fall
yesterday and last night was general
over .Colorado and well down into the
Texas panhandle. Southbound trains
on the Rock Island are reported snowbound In Oklahoma. A heavy snow
has fallen at Dawson, N. M., and Du-rango, uojo., roiiowea oy a aeciaea
drop in the temperature as far south OCEAN STEAMSHIP ON
j
as fcl Paso, Texas. ;tH , v
SHOALS OFF; HATTERAS
Big 8now Over Territory
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 29.

V'

The
general snow which fell throughout
New Mexico yesterday and last night
Is worth thousands of dollars to the
sheepmen and and cattlemen. Socor
ro, Belen, Las Vegas, Gallup, Santa Fe,
Raton and Albuquerque had a fall of
from' three inches to a foot.
LABOR LEADER3 CALL
ON PRESIDENT TAFT

Washington, Nov. 29. Recommen- .lattnna InnVlnff tnwftrd thft Imnrnve- ment of tha condition of the laboring
man, which it is desired the, president
shall incorporate in his annual mes
sage to congress, were urged upon the

OUTLOOK
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v

DEMANDS

33 TRUE BILLS
OF 38 CASES EXAMINED

RETURNED

OUT

CHAPTER ADDED TO FA
MOUS MURDER CASE OF
LAWYER

PRESENTS

HIS

Hon. Solomon Luna, republican national committeeman from New Mexico, who arrived In Las Vegas late
Saturday night from Washington, remaining here until yesterday morning,
on to his
when he continued
home at Albuquerque, conferred with
local party leaders, relative to the governorship situation and statehood
plans. Mr. Luna talked reassuringly
of New Mexico's chances for statehood
at the coming session of congress.
"1 have been going to Washington
In the interest of statehood and other
territorial matters for the : past six-- ,
teen years," said Mr. Luna, "and I
can say that never before have I found
such a favorable sentiment among
the party leaders toward the' passage
of an enabllng aet for New Mexico.
"My trip to Washington was primarily on business connected with the
selection of a man' to 'succeed' Governor Curry as chief executive oljthe
territory," continued Mr. Luna, "and
I had four conferences with the president At each conference Mr. Tatt
broached the statehood question himself and assured me that he was heart
and soul in sympathy, with New Mexico in her fight for admission and
would do all in his power to help us
'
along.
'
"Mr. TaK seemed so confident that
New Mexico will be made a state' at
the coming session that the statehood
Question entered largely into his plans
In the selection of a governor. He
stated to me during our first conference that he desired to appoint a
lawyer to the office, as it would be
necessary for the new governor to
take the lead in the matter of constructing a constitution for the state

OWN

New York. Nov. 29. Albert T. Fat-'
rick, whose sentence of death for
the murder of William Marsh Rice,
the Texas millionaire, was commuted to life imprisonment at Sing Sing,
appeared before the appeals division
of the supreme court of Brooklyn, to
day to argue that within the law he
bas already suffered death and. has
thus paid his debt to the state in full
and therefore should be given his
liberty.
Patrick contends that his solitary
confinement preceding electrocution
has been held by the United States
supreme court to D I part or me
penalty decreed in the death sent
ence. He served a part oi m umo
in full and now makes the point that
when the court of appeals reaffirmed
the decision of the court, of convl
tion and set a new date for hts execu
tion, it transgressed his constitution
al right in making him serve anoth
confinement,
er period of solitary
thereby duplicating the punishment
he had already received.

SAYS MR. LUNA

;

;

The vacaney- caused on the bench
as the result of the appointment of
Judge Mills to be governor, and the
subsequent appointment of Judge William H. Pope to be chief Justice, has
not yet been filled. ..;
"Mr. Taft desired; to make a personal appointment to fill the vacancy
on the bench," said Mr. Luna, "and
no candidates for the position were
recommended by me."
Mr. Luna stated during a general
discussion of statehood matters that
Senator Borah of Idaho would be one
6r:New Mexico's chief champions and
that he would lead the fight on the
floor for the passage of the bill. ' Mr.
Porab contemplated visiting New
Mexico during the fall to secure data
regarding Its population and resources. Urgent business detained him in
the east, however, and he will secure
the information from Mr. Ballinger,
everetary of the Interior.
-

THOR

OF

HIS
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TO

GOVERNOR-

SHIP FITTING RECOGNITION
.
OF SPLENDID RECORD
The territorial .grand jury for the
November term of the district court,
after a week's session, completed its
labors Saturday evening and made its
final report to the court After being
thanked by Chief Justice W. J. Mills
for its conscientious work, the Jury
was discharged from further duty.
The report shows that the grand
jury made an exceedingly good record, inasmuch as out of thirty-eigh- t
cases examined, It returned a total
of thirty-thre- e
indictments and five no
true bills. The jury in its report makes
the usual recommendations, urging a
complete renovation of ' the county
Jail which is badly in need of repair.
It also recommends that the new hard
wood floors In the court house be bet
ter cared for by the Janitor. Inquiry
among the prisoners in the county Jail
i'lcited'the information that a.11 were
satisfied with their treatment, not a
complaint of any sort being registered
by Inmates of Sheriff Cleofes Rome
ro's boarding house.
A very interesting feature of the
grand Jury's report is that portion of
It congratulating Judge Mills on his
elevation to the governorship, al
"
though keen, regre. is expressed that
the Fourth Judicial district is to lose
him as Its presiding Judge.
The verbatim report follows:
Report 'of Grand Jury
To the Honorable William J. Mills,
chief justice of the supreme court of
the territory of New Mexico, and
judge of the Fourth Judicial district
court thereof.
We, the grand Jury, empanelled at
the November term, 1909, of the district court for San Miguel county, New
Mexico, beg leave to submit the following report:
We have been in session one week,
and during that period we have examined into 38 cases, and have returned
33 indictments, and 5 no true bills.
We find that the violations of law
throughout the county are mostly for
minor offenses, no causes of an aggrav
ated character coming before us for
Investigation.' We have endeavored
to return indictments only in cases
where the evidence warranted it, in
of
accordance with the instructions
your honor, when we were sworn and
empanelled as the grand Jury of the
county for the present term.
County Property
'
So far as the court house is concerned, we find that it is in good condition, hut the county has gone to
considerable expense in putting in
new hard wood floors In the offices
and corridors of the building, and in
our opinion the janitor is not giving
them the proper attention. The hard
wood floors are expensive and should
'

.

.

-
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SHOP MORNINGS WHENEVER POSSIBLE
The next two weeks you who are wise will do the bulk of your
'
Christmas shopping.
,

.

whole building should receive better
care and attention from the Janitor.
- County Jail
We examined the county Jail, and
we find the plastering on the walls
and the floors to be in very bad con
dition. We desire to call the atten
tion of your honor to the unsanitary
condition of the lavatories in the jail,
and to recommend that they be repair
ed at once. In fact the entire jail
should have a thorough overhauling
and the plastering be repaired and re
placed and the floors repaired and
new ones placed therein where neces
sary. Unless the sanitary conditions
of the jail are looked after promptly
in our opinion the prisoners will be
liable to contract Illness and disease.
We interrogated the prisoners and
they informed us that they received
good treatment, and food, and they
had no complaint to make to us as to
their care and treatment. Taking in
to consideration the condition of the
Jail building, "we believe that the pris
oners are being as well taken care of
as could be expected.
From information obtained from
members of our body, we find that this
matter has been referred to in pre
vious reports of grand juries of our
county, but that up to the present
time no attention has been paid by the
proper authorities to the recommendations made by said previous grand
juries.
During our session, it has come to
our Knowledge, that your honor has
been appointed1 governor of the terri
tory, and that this is probably the last
term that you will preside as judge
of our court We desire to congratulate you upon your appointment,
and while we regret to lose you as
judge of our court, we know that the
affairs of our territory will be care
fully administered by you, and we
feel that the people of the territory
should be congratulated In having you
as their chief executive.
Having concluded our labors, with
thanks to your honor, and to other of
ficer of the court for courtesies extended to us during our brief sesask to be
sion, we would respectfully
'
discharged. ,
Respectfully,
'

,

NICALITY

Beaufort, N. C, Nov. 29. The German steamer Brewster, from Jamaica
and Cuban ports, bound for New York
is aground and in a dangeroua position off Diamond Shoals lightship,
Just south of Cape Hatteras. The crew
was taken off by the lightship after PRESIDENT ZELAYA
TO LEAVE NICARAGUA
calls tor assistance had been Bent out
by wireless.
Washington, Nov. 20. The United
KING EDWARD ASKED
States consul at Managua has been
TO ARBITRATE DISPUTE threatened by President Zelaya and
he has been granted permission to
London, Nov. 29. A request that occupy the legation premises as be
King Edward mediate the famous ing more secure. The Nicaraguan
the congress will assemble Wednesday
Alsop claim dispute between
United States and Chile was made and it is rumored Zelaya will retire
the and possibly attempt to escape from
by the United States through
the country at night via the Pacific
foreign office today.
coast. Anarchy, it is said, may ensue. Persistent rumors are that Gen.
Irias will succeed Zelaya as president. This information was received
today in long delayed telegrams from
American consuls In Nicaragua. According to these telegrams, LeRoy
Cannon and Leonard Grooe, the Americans shot to death by order of Zelaya, were regularly enrolled as officers
In the revolutionary army and were
of New Mexico during the next eight
captured in the line of duty and that
or nine months."
their execution caused great indig' Mr. Luna
said that the name of nation.
Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the territory, was carefully considered as a AUSTRALIANS WALLOP
successor to Governor Curry both by
AMERICAN' TENNIS TEAM
the president and Mr. Ballinger, secof
was
who
the interior,
retary
present
Sydney, N. S. W, Nov. 29. The' Ausat the several conferences at which
defenders of the Dwight F.
tralian
the matter was discussed.
challenge tennis
"The president was much impressed Davis international
Americans in
the
defeated
cup,
with the recommendations made in
of the indoubles
in
the
seta
favor of Mr. Jaffa," said Mr. Luna, straight
tournament here totennis
ternational
"but decided that it would be better
showed better
at this time to; have the new governor day. The Australians
volwon
magnificent
and
by
judgment
a man learned, in the law, and that he
critical
at
rallying
and
prompt
should be
Mexico man. The leying
'
name of Chief, Justice Mills was moments.
agreed upon and his appointment followed."
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URGES
OUGH OVERHAULING
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CASE CONGRATUUTESJUDQE MILLS

APPEARS BEFORE COURT OF AP
PEALS TO ARGUE TECH-- ,

ROSEATE FOR EARLY

STATEHOOD,

FREEDOM HAKES RECOMMENDATIONS

'

is
Frontenac, Kans.,
not believed by the authorities here
that the murderer of William Bork,
his wife and baby boy who were slain
on a lonely road, five miles north of
here Friday night, will ever be appre
hended. Not the slightest clue to the
murderer has been discovered. He
certainly will be lynched if captured.
Nov.

:
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be properly cared for, and in fact the
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BRIDE HEEDS

WISH OF
FATHER
DYING REQUEST WAS THAT SHE
BE MARRIED IN HIS
;
PRESENCE

STOOD
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CHICAGO SCENE OF STRANGE
BUT PATHETIC WEDDING
CEREMONY
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ACCIDENT

VETERAN
HOWARD,
HORSEMAN, HAD FAITHFUL
DAUGHTER

JAME8

Chicago, Nov. 29. Beside the body
of her father, James Howard, former
ly eecretaryjof the Washington Park
club and on of the best known horse- men of the country. Miss Juanit C.
Howard was 'narrled today ty1 1
Harriott V.i last wish of ,
J

v

-

In
last w

H

lldent
automobile
that his daughter should b
In his presemjfc1 Before t
could be obtalne,.tbe m
'
known as the "S athefc
can derby," died. The i
were set for this afteri. ,,,
HTlAn aw
fit!
nwvwilna.
HAWnrn
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riott stood before the oDaw
,'
and were married.
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C. D. BOUCHER,

:

Vegas, N. M., Nov. 27th, 1909.
AMERICA BEST RACING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

Memphis, Tenn., Nov.
Is good enough for me.

COL.

Foreman,

EARNEST MACKEL,

29" America

I don't think
those foreigners are any too fond of
us anyhow, and I will stick to racing
In this country as long as I live."
This statement was made by Veteran Ed Geers yesterday in denial of
the report that he Intended taking
the cream of the pacing and trotting
material In several American millionaire strings to compete next season
at Berlin, Vienna and Russian tracks.
Geers believes American harness racing will receive its greatest boom in
the next few years.

BRYAN ANNOUNCER
.
AN EXTENSIVE TOUR

El Paso, Tex Nov. 23. William
Jennings Bryan la preparing to tour
South and Central America and visit
the Panama Canal.- - Mr. Bryan, who
passed through this city last night
said that after hunting ducks a few
days near Galveston, he would visit
his ranch at Mission Tex., and then
go to Florida and sail later for Pan- -'
ama. He will then tour Central and
South America,
LORETTO ACADEMY WILL
RESUME SESSIONS TOMORROW

It was announced todav that the
Loretto Academy on t the West Side,
would resume its sessions tomorrow
after a several weeks' shutdown, due
to health conditions in the two
towns.

PROSPECTS OF EL PORVENIR

In E

GREAT,

That the prospects of the copper
mine of the El Porvenir Mining company are exceedingly promising, In
fact give every indication of the property being immensely valuable, is
the report made by Will Halloran,
a mining expert of established repu
tation. Mr. Halloran who has worked
extensively in the Colorado mining
districts and is also familiar with the
mines of Arizona, California and Mex
ico, has spent a week examining the
properties of the El Porvenir Mining
company, near Hermit's Peak. In a
statement made today, Mr. Halloran
said that the prospects look very
promising indeed. His examination
wais a thorough one, he spending several days among the rocks near the
peak, where a force of miners Is engaged In sinking shafts and piling ore,
preparatory to turning it over to the
cruBher, which is now being Installed
on the property. The official report
made the officers 'of the company by
r
Mr. Halloran, follows in full:
"The claims are located close to
Hermit's Peak proper, the original
discovery being made In a pinnacle of
rock rising Just east of the mountain in the draw running from the
north fork of the Gallinas canyon to
the mountain and just east of north
of El Porvenir resort.
The other
claims 'are in the same draw end one
Is on the very side of Hermit's Peak

SAYS EXPERT

stringers of the same formation,
the presence of a larger body
ot ore at the point of Instance.,
"The dyke of quartz cuts the canyon
at right angles to its general direc-

tion, showing outcropings down both
slopes of the canyon. It is this same
vein of quartz that the company has
uncovered in the granite that forms
the side of the mountain, itself, about
two miles from the original discovery.
"Development ' work has already
been begun and in the prospecting-worthe company has uncovered In
the original claim and now has In
sight a large block of ore. The dyke
has been uncovered for 50 feet from
the. surface, outcroppings being
feet between, walls and extending back
for
distance, of one hundred and
i
exposes about 682,300
cuhio feet of rore or about 7,422 tans
averaging to the ton 11 per cent of
of copper, 72. ounzes of sliver, and
also lead and zinc values.
"A shaft 11x8
feet, is being sunk
at the base of the cliff, 60 feet below
the surface outcroppings, following
the dip of the vein.
"The elope of the side of the can- -'
yon has about a 60 per cent grad
and starting at a point 700 feet down
the slope, a tunnel will be driven.
following the, strike, of the dyke, to
connect with the shaft The tunne!
itself."
will be about 470. feet
"The country rock Is blue granite, connect with the shaft in length and
the
with a dyke of quartz cutting it east 400 foot level.. The vein at aboutworkwill be
and west Intermixed with the quartz ed through this
tunnel, the shaft be-- "
are seams of malachite, bornlte
Ing used for ventilating purposes.
and tetrahedrlte. Intersecting
"Considerable ore has been taken
the granite with a general trend to(Continued en Page 4
ward the main dyke, are leads and
,
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THE FlAlLiROAD WORLD

:

Mc-Ca- be.

INCREASE IN

his home and was reported as resting
Engineer Wm. Trainer Is marked much, easier today.
To avoid an injunction threatened
up t the foot of the "slow board'; toowners at
day as a result of laying oft yetserday by interested property
to enjoy the Knights of Columbus Ini- Clovls, the Santa Fe Railroad comtiations.
pany quietly stole a march on thse
SANTA FE KEEPINC ABREAST
Conductor Pritchett has reported for citizens last Wednesday night when
WITH GROWTH OF THE
regular duty on passenger, thereby it laid a new spur on another street
bumping Conductor J. A. Quigley who paralleling a present spur. As the fol;
WEST
will go back on his regular run in the lowing day was Thanksgiving and a
freight service.
legal holiday there was no danger of
Sam Powers foreman of the car re- legal action until the, job was done.
TRAIN
ANOIBEBNEW
pairing gang paid the Meadow city a Hundreds of laborers' laid a mile or
visit yesterday from Albuquerque com more of track in twenty hours, gradFrom One Transcontinental Passen-- ing up to attend the Knights of Col ing ties, steel and all watched by a
considerable crowd of Interested citiV
Such mubus banquet.
0" Train In 1886 to FourRecord
J. M. Murphy one of the operators zens. Ihe new track is on Curry aveTrains Daily Now, Is Its
of the local Santa Fe offices returned nue and its building was opposed by
;
The Limited Runs Every Day In the yetserday from Pulton where he spent property owners who have holdings
two days hunting. Johnny didn't kill on the other track.
Year.
Pour western railroads the Buranything but time.
William Dillon who has control ov lington, the Rock Island, tha Atchison
With the installation of the fourth
er the second trick in the telegraph and the Northwestern 'claim that In
transcontinental train on the Santa Pa office
at the local yard office was off the past year they killed not a passenbe
will
takr
on January 1, another step
duty yesterday, taking in the Knights ger In any accident chargeable to the
en In tie ateady increase of the facll- - of Columbus festivities.
railroad, says the World's Work. This
Joe Suhl night round house fore is a matter of the greatest importance ;
lties for the transportation of passen
gers between southern California and man was off duty last night to attend for the western roads, with their
Knights of Columbus banquet His lighter
tracks, new construction,
the east. Perhaps nothing could bet the
duties were looked after In the local rougher methods, and more rapid
ter demonstrate the wonderful growth shops by Albert Slack.
growth have long had an unenviable
. of the west in the past 20 years than
Fireman Zollinger deadheaded to record. The new announcements from
the steady betterment of railroad fa- Lamy last night relieving Fireman H, thig half of the country are especially
cilities, forced by the ever increasing A. Harvey on engine No. 1653, Fire- significant. And there is a new spirit
demand for accommodation by tour man Harvey being called back to ap in the railroad world. In the passen
ists and home seekers.
pear on the "carpet" this morning.
ger departments oi our railroads a
The first through Santa Pe 'train to
Conductor Will Hurt who is In deep impression was maae a year or
reach California on the Santa Fe was charge of the ballast train at Loa eo ago by the announcement from
in February, 1886, the trains using the Cerrillos spent yesterday In the city England that all the railroads of that
Southern Pacific tracks between Col- with his family who are visiting here island had been operated for twelve
ton and Los Angeles. In May of the as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will months without killing a single pas
following year the main line was com Rhodes.
senger. The Pennsylvania took pride
pleted via Pasa Jena and the trains
Fireman Elliott has returned from In its record of last year in equaling
were then sent over that route. These Canada where be has been for the the English record; and there is no
trains were Nos. 1 and 2. About eight past six months attending to business doubt that the other railroads ate en
years later Nos. 7 and 8, then exclus- matters on his farm. He has resumed gaged in a contest of this excellent
ive San Francisco trains, were extend- his duties here on day shift of switch sort We have seen in this country
ed to Los Angeles by running connec engines.
for years a mad struggle for supremtions as la don at the present time.
H. W. Potter, prominent official of acy in speed, in luxury in comfort, and
. Ob October 29, 1895, the first train
the Sunset route, passed through the in the excellence of the menu in the
of the California Limited started Out city
yesterday afternoon from Chicago dining car. Now these struggles give
of Los Angeles fon the east During enroute
to a contest for supremacy in
to Los Angeles where he will
the winter this tra;n, the pride of the spend the winter. Mr. Potter was place
which the public gladly wel
safety
was
'mta Fe
7
ruhuflally but
during the accompanied by his family.
comes.
"
nmer months INnly
Engineer Patty Boyla of the Raton
ut five years I & the California division took a layoff here yesterday
Ited became a j;dly train both win- - to attend the Knights of Columbus NOW INSPECTING
'; and summer. V ;
initiations held here yesterday after
r ice that tima two pverlarida and noon.
ALL DAIRY HERDS
Engineer Whitlock handled
imited ha?? " handled the con- - engine No. 1220 in place of Engineer
Jan-ifcls
lnciKTfingtraf flc an! on
Boyle.
the intention to add 'an- - 'Fireman B. A. Wolfe is handling the
The last legislature passed a law
ertana, making four , dally scoop on ' passenger engine No. 1225 known as Council Bill No. 34, which
.ontinental.
trains
passing during" the absence of Fireman "Sen- provides for the repression of contag
city in each direction iority" Jackson who is off duty on ac- ious and Infectious diseases among
U.gh.thls
the Santa Fe.
count of sickness. Fireman' Jackson cattle and horses and provides for
ot?
Since 1886 'with; but one overland has been assigned to regular duty on the extirpation of euch diseases xnd
to protect the public health. The Cat
train and but a few freights, a week, the 1225.
the 'Santa Fe has Increased Its facilEngineer Henry Renslng has been tle Sanitary Board is charged with the
ities several' hundreds of time's.
assigned to regular duty on the day responsibility;, of enforcing the pro;
shift of switch engines while Engineer visions' of this law. The law is! an exT. C. EvanB serves the rest of his cellent one and properly enforced
RAILROAD NOTES
Fireman G. C. Palmer of engine No. time on the grand jury. Engineer will place New Mexico in the front
Fishburn ' will handle the "goat" on rank among the states in the pre
1602 Is off duty for a few days.
gressive movement to protect the pubr
Engineer Clarence Roberts is com the night shift.
lic health ahd insure the sanitary conreturned
A.
has
Peters
H.
Brakeman
a
to
off
be
for
few
duty
days.
pelled
Fireman Fortune has been assigned to bis duties on the ballast run at dition of the meat and milk producing
'to- regular duty on passenger engine Loa Cerrillos after a few days spent animals.
' in the city.
Brakeman Volkers being , The Cattle Sanitary Board has seNo. 1213. '
Peters has re- cured the cooperation of the TJ. S.
Brakeman
relieved
by
Superintendent J.: M. Kurn returned
Bureau of Animal Industry in conyesterday in his private car from turned to this city and is again marked
board."
on
"slow
the
ducting a tuberculin test of the dairy
up
Colo.
Trinidad,
accomcattle of the territory. The work bas
Trainer
Mrs.
L.
E.
Mr.
and
L.
H.
Brakeman
Starr is compelled
to lay down the brake club for a panied by their daughter Miss Eileen, been organized and the testing is now
returned yetserday afternoon from being done by competent veterinari
while, being indisposed.
W. E. Edgecombe, bonus inspector, Santa Fe where they have been visit- ans. During the winter all dairy cat
f
was in ithe- city yesterday from his ing for the past few days as the tle In towns having a population
all
Walter 600 or more inhabitants,
of Mrs
and
guests
Thanksgiving
Junta.
in
La
,
headquarters
Conductor Jimmy Purcell is enjoying Pratt, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. dairy cattle from which products at.
sold in said towns, win be tested for
a few: days' rest far from the cares Trainer.
Engine No. 054 which ia enroute to tuberculosis. By next year it is prob
and worries of bis duties.
Conductor W. J. Fugate is again tha Topeka shops for a general over- able that the work will be extended
able t handle his passenger run af- hauling from the Pecos valley divi- to include all dairy cattle in the ter
sion, was held at this place for two ritory.
ter being off duty for a few days.
The symptoms of tuberculosis are
for needed repairs. The 054
laid
days
Hanson
V.
has
F.
Engineer
down the oil can on engine No. 1610 left dead in train here yesterday for not sufficiently prominent, except in
and will enjoy a layoff for a few days. the east in charge of Fireman G. J. advanced stages, to enable one to
diagnose the disease by physical ex
Conductors Lynch and AIrd and Gorat of the Coast lines.
Engineer John R. Kirk is marked up amination. The cattle may be appar
crews handled two trains heavily
loaded with cattle out of this place on the "off duty" board for one trip. ently in good health and ' yet have
Engineer Kirk who has just returned tuberculosis in such "form that they
yesterday.
Conductor P. Stuart "and crew un- to duty, after being off for many are capable of spreading the disease.
loaded nineteen cars of cattle at the months on account Of being injured In Consequently it is necessary to use
local stock yards yesterday for rest- - a wreck, at Kennedy, Intends to; take some diagnostic agent in locating the
matters, . easy for awhile and ". work disease. For this purpose the tuber
ing and feeding.
Gene Herbe'r night clerk at ths lo- only at' times' until he recovers his culin test is recognized as being the
cal shops took a lay off last night to old strength again. Engineer Warner most certain means of diagnosing the
attend the Knlghta of Columbus Ini- will handle the throttle on engine No. disease.
The tuberculin used in' making the
1218, while Engineer Kirk Is off.
tiation' and banquet.
Engineer Lee .Wright met with a tests is the sterilized and filtered gly
Stewart, "W.. F., Davis 'and! F,
cerine extract of pure cultures of tu
J.olkers are' new fixtures withIn the painful accident, at Romeroville yester
Santa Fe company at this place the day, morning. Engineer Wright had berculosis germs. It -is the cooked
just left the city and was enroute to product of the germs- but does not
capacity of brakemen.
d
at Ro contain any of the germs. It cannot
at
mechanic
master
Albuquerque being
Pat Purcell,
Lamy, was up from tha junction ' me- meroville awaiting the arrival of an therefore produce' the disease and is
distilled wa
the other train, when the lubricator glass as harmless as so much
tropolis yesterday1 attending
ter. When Injected : into' a ' bealthy
was
in
hot
oil
The
the
broke.
Columbus
glass
doings.
of
Knights
;
Mrs. W. B. Eastman wife of Con- sent through the air and the most of animal no results 'whatever follow,
if
the
but
animal
in
the
has any tuberculosis
face,
ductor Eastman of this city, arrived it struck Engineer Wright
In the city yesterday accompanied by inflicting , painful but not serious a decided reaction takes place and
the temperature of the animal rises.
All animals which are found to be
tuberculous will be condemned and
destroyed and the owner paid for nuch
animals on a basis provided for In the
law.
The work is
both from
In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opiates a standpoint ofImportant
and
health
public
g
and
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous not economy. The agricultural' interests
only because it frequently causes the sufferer to become addicted to tha ' are
developing rapidly and as the
drug habit, but medicines of this nature are always injurious to the system. climatic
conditions are favorable for
.ttneumausia is a disease oi tne Diooa, ana lis cure depends entirely upon a
thorough purification of the circulation. As long as the blood remains the breeding and raising of fancy
saturated with urio acid, an inflammatory condition of the nerves, muscles stock the time is not far distant when
and tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness,, and hot. this industry will be an Important
feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue. The one safe and sure cure for one in this
territory. By eradicating
Rheumatism is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease, made entirely the small
amount of existing infection
extracts of roots, herbs and barks from
and
of the healing, cleansing
juices
the natural forests. ' S. S. S. does not contain anything that is in the slightest and- testing all Incoming breeding anway injurious to the system. It ia absolutely and purely vegetable, and imals it will be a comparatively easy
free from opiates or sedatives of any kind. S.S. S. cures Rheumatism by matter to keep the herds free from
removing the urio acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, rich tuberculosis and thus save heavy
and heaalthy eo that instead of depositing sharp, uratio impurities into the losses In the future.
muscles, nerves, joints and bones, it nourishes every portion of the body
This- is a matter in which every in
with natural, healthful properties. Book on Rheumatism and any medical
habitant Is Interested and the public
advice tree to all who write and request it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA. should fully support and cooperate
f.
with the authorities in the work.
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JUDGE MILLS' APPOINTMENT

'mother Mrs. S. M. Perry and
burns. He returned to this city behxt.X. Gibbs. Mrs. Perry and Mrs. ing relieved by Engineer J. R.
Ulbbs will La the guests of Mrs. East
Engineer Wright was not takman during their sojourn in the Mea en to the hospital, but was hurried to

WONDERFUL
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DF STATEHOOD

OF STATEHOOD

Washington, Nov. 29. New Mexico
is going to make a strong bid for
statehood at the coming session of
National
congress,! and Republican
Denver, Nov. 29. "We take it as a incumbent, I must express my deep Committeeman Solomon Luna, who
guaranty of statehood," said form- regret that Governor Curry's private was In Washington last week to con.
er Governor Miguel A. Otero of New interests were such as made it neces- fer with the president, thinks that tha
Mexico, who was in Denver Saturday, sary for him to resign the public territory and also Arizona will win
so the fight
He referred to the appointment
;
of duties which ha has performed
former Chief Justice William J. Mills equitably, earnestly and well."
j
Neither New Mexico nor Arizona
of New Mexico as governor and the
Of William H. Pope, who has Just will maintain a strong lobby as was
more recent naming of William H. been appointed chief Justice of the the case in
t
congress, when,
Pope as chief Justice of the territorial territorial court, Mr. Otero said:
it was said, the chances of the two
supreme court.
"He Is a man of rare attainments territories were largely prejudiced
"We all enjoyed the president's and great ability and I ' believe his 0n that account. President Taft has
to promised to recommend the
Visit," continued Mr. Otero "but what appointment will be satisfactory
granting
we liked best was the quiet and unof- the whole people. He has shown his cf statehood in his message to con.
ficial expression of his determination devotion to the profession of law and gress.
to have a lawyer as governor to suo- as a just reward has been given the( "The president is favorable to
ceed. Governor Curry so that the chief highest Judicial position in the terrl- - statehood," said Mr. Luna. "He
executive, would be fitted and able
Imised the people of New Mexico in
to cope with the intricate problems
a speech at Albuquerque ,that he would
that would arise under conditions de
Do you use Baking Powder? Don't recommend statehood and work for
veloping from a new form of govern- fail to get a copy of "The Cook's It and We are depending largely upon
J
ment
Book" a fine collection of special that promise for success. '
"Of course we all knew that this recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill,
"I don't know what attitude Sena,
referred to statehood and showed the noted authority. Free to users of tor Beverldge will assume when the
K C Baking Powder,
conclusively that President Taft is
85 cent statehood question comes .up, but I
Sfind th rprtifirato from
friendly to the proposition, hence we can of K C
Powder and this hope It will be more favorable than
Baking
confidently expect that when our notice to Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago. If j heretofore,
claims are presented for the sixteenth you haven't tried K C Baking Powder,
We believe that New Mexico is fit
time to the coming congress they will order from your grocer now. You for statehood at this time. The
popube recognized."
will, be more than pleased and de- lation of our territory Is upward of
Of the new governor, Mr. OterO ex- lighted with "The Cook's Book."
400,000, and there is no state in the
pressed his opinion In a most pleas
union that te spending more money
ing manner, saying many nice things Twodear girl; chums one day
for education than is the territory of
Resolved to tell the truth
regarding him.
New - Mexico. We have
four
"I have known Governor Mills for About each other come what1 may--1-- higher educational . institutions large
the
(l
'Twas the .innocence of youth,
twenty years," he said, "and I regard
Territorial University at Albuquerhim as stable and safe on any prop- The faults of each were pointed out
que; a military institute at RosweU;
For less than half a week;
osition that could come up. The presa School of Mines at Socorro, and aa
ident's act In appointing him will no And now is it somewhere about
Agricultural College at MesUla Park,
Ten years since they did speak.'
doubt be ratified by the entire terribesides three normal schools in, other
tory. While saying this of the new
Chicago News.
parts 'of the territory.
"All of these Institution
are fill,
ed to their capacity, and we shall bare
td enlarge them to make room for
those who are waiting to enter.
"There is no better place in this
Outside cleanliness is less than half tbe battle. A man may
torub himself a dozen timet day, and still be unclean. Good
country for young men to; go. New
health means cleanliness not only outside, but inside. It meant
Mexico has many undeveloped resourclean stomach, clean bowels, clean blood,
clean liver, and
ces and so soon as we get the capital
who
in
Tbe
tissues.
clean
man
this way
new, clean, healthy
it
and statehood New Mexico will be
will look it and aet it. He will work with energy and think
one of the great sections of thfacoun.
clean, clear, healthy thoughts.
He will never be troubled with liver, lung, stomach or blood
try."
disorders. Dyspepsia and indigestion originate in unclean stom.
' aehs.
Blood diseases
is
there
unclean
where
blud.
No Case on Record
f
Consumption and bronchitis mean unclean lungs.
There Is no case on record, of a
cough or cold resulting in pneumonia
Dr.
or consumption after Foley's Honey
prevents tbes diseases. It, makes man's insides clean
and Tar has been taken, as It will stop
nd healthy. It cleans the digestive organs, makes pure,
your cough and break up your cold
clean blood, and clean; healthy flesh.
quickly Refuse any but the genuine
It' restores tone to the nervous system, and cures nervous exhaustion
and'
'
Foley's Honey and Tar, in a .yellow
g
drugs-prostration. It contains no alcohol or
package. Contains no opiates and to
Constipation is the most uncle i nnoleanliness. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel.
safe and sure,,,,, Red. Cross Drag Co.
lets euro it. They never gripe. Easy to take as candy. , ,
and O. G. Schaefer.
.,
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SWEATERS

The warm weather has left us with to many Sweaters. These prices
will make it worth your while to anticipate the colder
days which are
coming.
$3.00 and $3.50 Sweaters for
$4.00, $4.50, $5.00 and $5.50, for.....
$6.00, $6.50, and $7.00, for
$8.00, and $8.50 Sweaters, for
$10.00 Sweaters,
long--

,

3.SO

6.00

...... 7.00

Miscellaneous

Dress Goods

Children's knit 'sleeping Garments, fleeced, with
or without feet, good weight, only. .
35c
Children's Outing Flannel Gowns, well and neatly
65c
made, in a good variety of colors,
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowds, fall sizes, good co65c
lors, nicely trimmed with braid....
Ladies' On ting Gowns, trimmed with braid, and
'
.
having collars and cuffs of contrasting
-- .
colors .......
85c
Ladies' ribbed Union Suits, fleeced, an excellent,
68c
perfect fitting Garment, worth 85c,
"Merode" Underwear, separate garments, either .
all wool or silk and wool, tbe $1.76 grade,
.,.$1.49
only...............
Kobe Blankets in a variety of the newest patterns
and color combinations, extra size, 14.00 and ' '
,

....

-

S.00

,

es

Chiffon Broadcloth, an unusually
pretty
fabric in all the desirable colors, worth
$2.60 per yard, for only
.,.......$2.15
h

Broadcloth in all the staple colors; a Very
pretty and serviceable cloth, worth $1.25 per
yard, for
$iJoo
:.-....-

66-in-

..:

Ladies' Cloth, or light weight Broadcloih
in the staple shades, suitable for salts or dresses
worth 75o yard, only
59C

Batiste all the popular colors and a very
desirable fabrio, worth 76c yard, only
59c
h

PruneDa, Cloth in the Vew 'pall shades
one of the most popular cloths of the season, ,
worth 11.00 per yard,1 only
.. ..
ggc

m

$5.00

Serge and Panama cloth, in all staple colors, both one and two color effects, worth
66c per yard, only
...
49C
h

Crib Blankets in white, pink 'or bine, with KinderI
$1.60
garten patterns, only ..

Ladies' Shoes

nerve-quietin-

3

..$1.95

A beautiful line of fancy Slippers for evening and party wear including all desirable styles, among
CL them the popular "Priscilla," a combination oxford and shoe in all patent leather. The latest
novelty for $4mOOm
A nice Oxford in grey or black suede and patent leather very desirable for party wear, full line
of sizes, one of the Season's favorites, only
A black patent leather button Oxford with wine color cloth top, nothing nicer or more popular
made, vamp is short, making foct appear very small, $4. OOm
Our line of Ladies' high Shoes is the largest in the City, containing all the new desirable last in
II
fnces are $2.b0, J3.50, $4.00 and $5.00.
. all popular leathers,

$350

4
i
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER

CHRISTMAS

CU

Virginia

SHOPPING IS

BRAND

CHEER AND CARBOLIC ODOR
"I love the snow, but oh you moth
.
ball!'!
That was the cry and the shout.
It wandered all around the town, up
and down, and was much in evidence
yesterday and today as was the first
genuine snow etorm ot the season.
For with the appearance ot some
real winter weather, out from their
hiding places in closets, attics and cellars, came heavy coats of wooland fur;
some of ancient vintage, other badly
wrinkled, and nearly all heavywlth
the odor of the friendly moth ball.
Aside from the folks at borne, this
lamiliar fragrance greeted pastors
and church congregations yesterday.
Today it began to laden the atmosphere of the downtown stores. It
was as oppressive as interest charges
in the local banks.
"How does this strike you?" and
the odor of the moth ball strode
abroad hand in hand today.
But the weather, was more popular
than either. Everybody seemed tickled to death to see the snow. Even
the early risers entered no protest,
and those whom it handicapped most
were just as joyful as the rest.
"It's a good $hlng for the city and
It'll help the farmers," was a popular
form of reply to the prevalent salutation. "Well, how do you like this?"

As there is often some one in your
NOW IN ORDER
family who suffers an attack of indi
gestion or some form of stomach
"It 'will lay the dust and kill off trouble, why don't you keep some
PRE
LAS VEGAS MERCHANTS
sickness," sometimes furnished varia- Diapepsln In the house handy?
HOLIDAY
LARGE
FOR
PARED
tion.
This harmless blessing will digest
But from the
TRADfc
d
children anything you can eat without the
all the way up the line everybody wel- slightest discomfort, and overcome a
comed the beautiful snow.
five minutes
sour, gassy stomach
'
;
'
There was enough of a fall to warPUECHASES UEOED
EARLY
rant the title snowstorm, but not sufread
to
let
you
ficient to cause any real hardships. It Tell your pharmacist
did not interfere with street car ser- the formula plainly printed on these Those Who Buy Nov Will Get the
cases of Pape's Diapepsln,
vice, but It did Increase thistrafflc,
Cream of the Offerings Stocks Unas many who usually walk down town tnen you will readily see why It
usually Large This Season and
hesitated at braving the snowstorm. makes j Indigestion, sour stomach,
Prices are Right nead thes AdverThe
snowstorm
was
general heartburn and : other distress go in
In The Optic, Then go
tisements
once
throughout northeastern New Mexico five minutes and relieves "at
and Colorado. It began at an early such miseries as belching of gas,
Bargain Hunting.
hour yesterday morning and continued eructations of sour, undigested food,
Intermittently throughout the day, nausea, headaches, dizziness, consti
Christmas shopping Is now in . or
assuming the proportions of a small-siswstomach
disorders.
A number of East and West Las
der.
other
and
blizzard at times. Train ser- pation folks have . tried so
stores are ready now for the
Veeas
to
Some
long
vice on the Santa Pe was slightly
Christmas rush. Christmas comes Just
and.
from
dys
find
relief
Indigestion
and the
night's No. 9 being sevstomach exactly one month from today
eral hours late, arriving about 11 p. pepsia or an
for
are
prepared
already
merchants
cures ad
m., while this morning's California with the common every-daearlier
season.
It
begins
the
holiday
limited did not reach here until short- vertised that they have about made with them than it does with most
some-thi- n
have
before
noon.
minds
that
ly
they
up their
people because while there are le
There was a considerable drop in the
else wrong, or believe theirs is gions of eleventh hour stoppers, om-ertemperature last night but this morn- a case of nervousness, gastritis, ca
are thoughtful enough to buy ear
ing the sun shone brightly and the tarrh of the stomach or cancer.
when they can get the pick of
ly
termometer rose rapidly. This had
no doubt, is a serious mis what the market affords. Such people
the effect of causing the snow on the This,
real trouble is, what you are dear to the hearts of the sales
Your
take.
work
housetops and trees to melt rapidly
fer- men. It makes that much less
and it was anything but pleasant un- eat does not digest; Instead, it
in the week just be
do
to
them
for
der foot, owing to the slush from the ments and sours, turns to acid, gas fore Christmas.
and stomach poison, which putrefy ..As a matter of fact the holiday
melting snow.
in the digestive tract and intestines season Is not very far away. It Is
and, besides poison the breath with much nearer than those who have
nauseous odors.
not given the matter much thought
was
A hearty appetite, with thorough would fancy. Last Thursday
Christmas comes
digestion, and without the slightest Thanksgiving and
discomfort or misery of the stomach, December 25.
The cool weather which came yesis waiting for you as soon as you deterday will have a stimulating effect
cide to try Pape's Diapepsln.
upon the trade, especially with the
dealers in wearing apparel. It is the
as previously stated, was President county and territorial debt, segregat- first real winter weather of the sea
son. The climate had been-mil- d
Taft's personal selection because of ed June 30, 1909, amounted to
up to
his standing and because he, as govv
the time the freeze came, and sum
ernor, will exert strong influence in The output of the mines during the mer clothing answered very well and
keep out of the New Mexico constitu- war 1908 was the largest In the his heavier wear was burdensome.
tion in the event statehood is grant- tory of the territory there having
Already many of the stores contain
ed, all freak propositions: like those been produced 289,523,267 pounds or. hints that Christmas is not very far
incorporated in the Oklahoma consti- Conner. 117.647 ounces of gold,
away. The dealers In articles of gentution. Pope is naturally promoted to 450 ounces of silver 2,928,000 pounds eral usefulness are adding to the
chief Justice, which is one reason why of lead, and 304,000 pounds or zmc.
stock in those departments which are
most frequented by shoppers during
he joined in Indorsing Mills for governor.
the Christmas time. Those who han
POSTOFFICE CHANGES
General
"Lawshe was Postmaster
articles are beginning to
IN THE TERRITORIES die fancy
Hitchcock's candidate for governor,
look around for places on tha count
will catch
but Hitchcock was finally convinced
L. ers to put them where they
29. C.
Nov.
Washineton.
that it would be unwise to unload an
the eye of the person who wants to
outsider onto the territory In that ca- Phillips, postmaster at Jemez Springs,
buy a present for a friend but hasn't
Sandoval county, N. M., has been re the
least idea what to get The Jewel
pacity and finally withdrew his advoviolation of the postal laws ers are
cacy of Lawshe for governor' when moved for
preparing to blosssom forth
was
assured Lawshe could have Pope's and regulations. John M. Shields
with the latet productions of the gold
successor.
as
his
named
Dlace on the bench. Lawshe is now in
and silversmiths; cigar dealers
John B. Block has been appointed smiths
New Mexico for his health: All changwill soon be showing the Christmas
es will be 'made when Governor Cur postmaster at Jemez, Sandoval coun- gift size bores, and the candy dealem,
ty N. M., to succeed 'A. Stantonre- the china and
ry's resignation takes effect."
glassware stores, the
.
signed.
of
Ida C. Schultz wara also named for furniturein storesarelall branches
fact,
anticipating the
the office at Largo, San Juan county, trade, season
the"battle
N. M., in the place of J. W. McDan-iel- , Joyous
afar. Purveyors of food supplies en
resigned.
Cowles postoffice, San Miguel coun joyed a preliminary touch of the holi
season last week while furnishing
ty, N. M. will be discontinued on the day
last day of the present month. After the good things that go with
Thanksgiving dinner. Feasting and
that date mail at Pecos.
the football game were the
The star route between Weldon and attending
two features of the Thanksgiving day
is
to
be
discontinued
Qui
as,
Ariz.,
additions to the population have been thisjot
and one without the other in these
week.
not be a successful
mostly from the mlddle,vnortbern and
days, would
The
have
following
postmasters
middlewestern states, the foreign im- been
was
Geo. W. Kemper Thanksgiving day and the day
commissioned:
foot
as
not
of
end
the
the
of
migration being less than one per at
thought
Ford, N."M.; Carl Case at Judson,
cent.
N. M.; Isaac E. Batson at Endee, N. ball season. Turkeys were in demand
The finances of the territory are in
but more people ate
M.; Isaac E. Woodman, at Virylvla, Thanksgiving
or
chickens than they
duck
good condition, the net bonded indebt- Taos
or
goose
C.
N.
Man
M.; Charles
county,
was that turreason
One
edness, on May 31, 1909 being $912,- - ning at Fort Defiance,
did
turkeys.
Ariz.; W. H,
420.51; the net receipts for the eleven Welsh at
keys were scarce and the other rea
Ariz.
Goldroad,
months ending May 31 were $1,611,,
son was that they cost more money
159.33, and the expenditures during
and were tainted strongly with the
Saving and thrift are matters of money smell., One thing, however, that
the same period were $1083,934.67
to
every housewife. At the makes turkey so good at any time
leaving a balance' on hand, June 1, pride
one should never sacrifice
of $527,225.16. All territorial funds same time,
to cheapness in preparing food is that there are so many viands ia-o-that
are deposited with approved deposi quality
for the family. To save money and go with it no matter whether it n
Mashed
tories, are protected by ample bonds, Improve your baking.'
a can of Christmas or Thanksgiving..
'
and draw Interest at the rate of three K C Baking Powder. It try
oyster dressing, celery,
will save you potatoes,
per cent per annum on daily balances, 30 cents on a pound can. If it doesn't cranberry sauce, mince pie, pumpkin
The coal mines have' produced more please you better, it won't cost you a pie and other things too numerous
coal and coke than in any preceding cent for the trial can.
to mention.
year, 2,708,624.48 tons having been
"The Indications are that the holi
shipped from the mines. The total value ATTORNEY GENERAL TO
day, trade will be heavier than ever
of the coal and coke was $3,881,508,ACT AS PROSECUTOR before," stated a Las Vegas merchant
57. The total number of persons em
today, "and the people of Las Vegas,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov, 29. Upon as a class, have had a good busy sea
ployed in and about the coal mines
was 2,231, and the fatalities were re- the request of Judge A. W. Cooler, son of it and will buy Christmas
duced from 0.926 per cent of the per Attorney General Frank W. Clancy goods. With all conditions in sight
sons employed, In the preceding year, will represent the territory at the for a good Christmas trade, the shop
to 0.556 per cent in the fiscal year trial of Deputy Sheriff White at Ala- - ping during the holidays will be great
mogordo for the murder of Jose sport and the buyers will enjoy it and
ending June 30, 1909.
of public Aguilar at Tularosa a week ago dur- get as much fun out of it as the deal
The total valuation
school
property exceeds .$1,000,000, ing a drunken row. There is some ers and the man, who sells the goods.
The total expenditure for school pur- feeling in the matter locally and I am looking for a good holiday trade
therefore it is deemed best to have and when the yule tide rush comes
poses exceeded $600,000. Forty-seve- n
thousaod, nine hundred and eighty-seve- the attorney general present at the we will be, ready for It."
pupils were enrolled in the pub- hearing and trial.
lic schools.
Kills her Foe of 20 Years
Arizona,
A Reliable
most merciless enemy. I had
"The
terRemedy
of
the
The present population
20 years," declares Mrs. James
for
FOR
ritory is estimated to be about 200,Duncan, of Haynesville, Me., "was dys
000, the bulk of the immigration com
COLpl pepsia, I suffered Intensely after eat- f
ing from the eastern and middle westng or drinking and could scarcely
ern states.
sleep. After many remedies had failCream Balm
Ely's
ed and several doctors gave me up, I
The past year has witnessed a sub
Is nuicblv ah.nrtuul
tried Electric Bitters, which cured
stantial increase in the output of the Gives
Relief it Once.
me completely. Now I can eat anymines and the products of the soil. It cleanses,
thing, l am 70 years old and am over
The receipts for the year ending heals and soothes,
nrntenta
joyed to get my health and strength
June 30, 1909, were $917,490.20,
as the diseoRAn mam- back again." For indigestion, loss of
against $888,287.58 for the preceding brane regulting from Catarrh and drives appetite, kidney trouble, lame back,
Cold
a
in
away
the
Head
year. The expenditures for the year the Senses
quickly. Restores female complaints, It Is, unequaled. On
amounted to $980,961.05, leaving a 50 eta. at of Taste and Smell. Full size ly 50c at all druggists.
or
Druggists
by mail. Liquid
cash balance in the treasury June 30, Cream Balm
for use in atomizers 75 cts.
1909, of $3C7,704.88. The bonded city, Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York,
A favorite is a horse that always
wins when you have nothing up on
him.

(Hickory Smoked)

Mams

Have the finest flavor ,
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

:

d

If your grocer

does not

w

CHARLES ILFELD

keep them
he will
order them
for you

COMPAHY

y

s

Wholesalers of
General MerchandiHe
,

-

LAWSHE WILL GET

REPORTED

Bacon

rosy-cheeke-

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

POPE'S PLACE ON BENCH
A Washington special to the Denver
says that A. L. Lawshe,
Republican
third ' assistant postmaster
general,
now at Las Cruces on an extended
leave of absence, has been decided
upon by President Taft to succeed
Associate Justice W. H. Pope on the
New Mexico supreme bench, Pope
having been appointed chief Justice
succeeding Judge Mills the newly appointed governor. The special dispatch
concerning the president's selection,
follows:
"President Taft has completed the
New Mexico slate, which includes Su
preme Judge William J. Mills for governor upon the retirement of Governor Curry and Associate Justice W. H.
Pope to succeed Mills as supreme
Judge, by deciding that A. L. Lawishe
of Indiana, former third assistant postmaster general, will succeed Pope as
associate justice. All three have signified their willingness to accept. Mill?,

?3,098,-275.2-

ESTIMATED POPULATION OF
N
Washington,

If

Nov. 29.

MEXICO

Secretary of

the Interior Richard A. Ballinger, in
his annual report for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1909, just made public today, touches upon New Mexico
and Arizona conditions as follows:
New Mexico.

population of the
470,000, an increase
of about 20,000 over last year. The

The estimated
territory is now

WORTHY OF
CONFIDENCE
AN

OFFER BACKED BY ONE
OUR MOST REPUTABLE

OF

CONCERNS

9.

MR.
(Incorporated)

VllOLESAUZ KEKStmilTS
and D Baler a In

WOOL, I1IDZ3

BAIN WAGONS, tha Mast Farm Wagon mads
RAGEKS -- SA TTLEY GO., Vehlctes
fSAVAJQ ELAKXETS

Retail Prices:

.

-

CATARRH

300 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 300 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA

subset hi

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irretmlarltiea
gJi Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
DRUG.

COMPANY.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors, of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vegat
-

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & Hanzanares
' WHOLESALE OROCERS

Co.

Satds ind Sstder

1

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

- Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
:.-

-.

Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

to
HILL

ASHICULTURAL

IM

Cf IIQIUN

r

JLSCLE

IW

.

21f

FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS

lr.

or more, each deliverv. 20c oer ion
i.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
3,000 lbs.,

-

We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our remedy fails to
completely relieve you of constipation.
We take all the risk. You are not
obligated to us in any way whatever
If you accept our offer. That's a
mighty broad statement, but we mean
every word of it. Could anything be
more fair to you?
A most scientific common-sens- e
treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. Their active
principle is a recent scientific discov
ery that is odorless, colorless and
tasteless; very pronounced, gentle
and pleasant in action, and particular
ly agreeable in every way. This ingredient does not cause diarrhoea,
nausea, flatulence, griping or any in
convenience whatever. Rexall Order
lies are particularly good for children,
aged and delicate persons.
If you suffer from chronic or habit
ual constipation, or the associate or
dependent chronic ailments, we urge
you to try Rexall Orderlies at our risk.
Remember you can get them In East
Las Vegas only at our store. 12 tablets 10 cents; 36 tablets 25 cents.
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.

PELTS

Homo mt
East Lam Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, N. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peooa,Nm Mm, Logan, Nm M., Trinidad, Colorado

g

IS 470,000

and

If you desire a clear complexion take
Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation and liver trouble as it will stim
ulate these organs and thoroughly
cleanse your system, which Is what
everyone needs in order to feel well.
Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaef- ......- er,

IT0L

Jothinrj But

;t.

.
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TELEGRAPHERS
HAVE. PAY INCREASED
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EllBKET EEPOHTS.

Your money will go farther. and your
presents will please better if your holiday shopping is done at

INITIATE BIG CLASS

W. Morants. manager and wire chief
Metal Market
the Laa Vegas relay office, Is In
New York, Nov. 29. Lead, quiet,
of a letter from C. H. Gaunt, 437
copper, weak, standard
Sunday wa a red letter day In the receipt
Runerlntendent nt teleeraDh of the spot and December, 13
silver 61.
history of Las Vegas Council No. 804, Santa Fe
which Is addressed
of

PUBLISHED BY

1--

The Optic Publishing Company
TSOORPOBATHd

1--

Knights of Columbus, when the
of three degrees was con- lerrei upobk tlass o'; twenty candi
dates; jpAi .tiff Marron, territorial dep
uty of the Knight of Columbus exemplified the degrees. The candidates
were Charles Murphy, Wa A. Dillon,
Charles Eggert, Watrous;
Eugene
Herber, Ricardo Romero, Ignacio Romero, Charles A. :Purcell, John J.
Floyd, San Marcial; John W. Hogan,
Samuel Pate, Rowe; Eugenib Romero,
Mora; Rev. Claude Balland, Mora;
Rev. Manuel D. A. Ribera, David A.
Conway, Patrick D. McElroy, J. J.
McAdory, Bernard Kastler, Francisco
Baca, and Jas. J. Flannigan.
Deputy Marron was accompanied to
this city from Albuquerque by a degree team consisting of Messrs. Geo.
Patrldge, Herbert Asselin, H. S.
Knight, F. E. Wood and J. R. Scotti.
Other visitors in the city were
James J. Murphy, Patrick Boyle and
J. Skitmore, of Raton; Rev. Daniel
Rellly, Chicago; and P. J. Emenaker,
South Bend, Ind.
Following initiation ceremonies an
elegant banquet was served last eve
ning bv the ladles of the Altar so
ciety.
The candidates, visiting members,
Deputy Marron and degree team departed late last night and today for
their respective homes.
exam-rliflcati-

M. M. PADGETT...

....;..EDlTOR

Entered at the Postoffice at East
Lai Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
matter.
RATES

OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daly.

Per Year by Carrier....
$7.00
Per Month by Carrier "a '..A:I;ii.i'd:'.65
'.

Carrier......

Per Week by

Weekly,

One year
Six Months

20

...$2.00
LOO

WHY NOT DO IT NOW7

.

Four weeks from today is Christ
mas. Perhaps you haven't realized
that it is so close at hand. Last year
you made a resolution to purchase
your Christmas gifts early next time,
and now, with Christmas only four
weeks off, you haven't done a thing
yet. Better not put it off this year un:
til the last minute, for merchants all
predict that this year's business is govari
ing to be of the
ety. Those who fail to secure their offerings quickly will suffer the incon
venlence of shopping amid throngs of
people who, like themselves, put off
the duty until a later date, only to find
stocks picked over and the choice ar
ticles gone. The merchants are ready
tor you now. The most progressive
ones Lava unusually attractive adver
tlsements In The Optic. You can
look over their wares without the trou
ble of making a trip all around town
to find what you want. Having found
the things you want, it will be a sim
ple matter to run downtown any morn
ing and wind the whole thing up
quickly and satisfactory to yourself
' and to those whom
you purpose to
this year.
record-breakin-

KABYLE
x

g

TRIBESMEN
CAPITULATE AT LAST

The chiefs of the
Important Moroccan tribes of the
today made formal submission
to Geueral Marina with much ceremony. The chiefs even offered to
raise a native force and join the
Spanish troops against such Moors as
,re still hostile.
Melllla Nov. 29.

1

.

system,
tn all managers of relav offices on the
Atchison,' Topeka arid Santa Fa1 sys
tem proper, which wads as feuow; ;
: "In recognition of" the faithful 'ser
vice preformed, the standard of ex
cellence attained .and loyalty of our
general relay, office forces of operators, managers and wire chiefs, the
management thas decided that an in
crease at the salary or tnese employes
of $5.00 per month each mayjse made,
The undersigned takes-gre- at
pleasure
in transmitting this information and
at this time wishes to express again
ha apprecitalon of the support received from these forces in making this
department a most reliable and effi
:
cient one."
Those In the local relay offices of
the Santa Fe to be benefited by this
letter and who are gr"eatly deserving
of this letter of commendation and
generous voluntary Increase in pay
are W.. Morants, W. S. Ronk, W. C.
Stcwell. Bernard iKastler, E. F. Mc
Carthy, and J. M. Purcell.

2226;

fine,

The East Side fire department was
called out this afternoon about three
o'clock to respond to an alarm sent
In from the residence of J. M. Ireland, 916 Douglas avenue. The ever-read-y
volunteers from the East Side
were soon on the scene and by quick
work extinguished the flames almost
to
before they had an opportunity
emerge through the smoke.
The cause of the fire came from
a defective flue and did little or no
damage except to the wall paper
around the stove pipe at the celling
and slight damage in the attic.
The E. Romero Hose company also
responded to the alarm, but their
was not needed.
Las Vegas should be proud of two
such efficient cdmpanies of fire fighters. Once the alarm Is sounded It Is
only a matter of a few minutes until
the flames are extinguished.
Considering the bad conditions of
the streets today the team made a
remarkable run, "Rock" and "Sam"
handling their heavy load with ease.

Our goods and prices are open for your
inspection and approval. It will be our
pleasurelto show you through.

1420.

Kansas City Sheep Market
Market steady today.
Muttons, $4.255.50; lafbs, $67.50;
range wethers and yearlings, $4
6.50; rang? ewes, $3.50(5.25. ,

.

SheepT-8,00- 0.

Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

Chicago Sheep Market.
Sheep 30,000. Market, is steady

today. Native, $2.755; western, $3
t; yeanings, $5.35(36.35; lambs, na
tive, $5.357.70; western, $57.40.

Heating The

Kansas City Hog Market.
Market strong to 6
Hogs 9,000.
cents higher' today.
Bulk, $7.80
8.20; heavy, $8.108.25; packers and
butchers, $88.20; light. $7.5008.05:
pigs, $6307.25.- ,

Chicago Hog Market.
cents
30,000. Market . five
higher. Light, $7.658.20; mixed,
WELLMAN SAYS COOK'S
$7.808.30; heavy, $7.858.35; rough,
.. CLAIMS ARE RIDICULOUS
$7.858; good to choice heavy, $8
Washington, Nov. 29. Walter Well- 8.35; pigs, $6.607.75; bulk of sales,
man, whcse preparation for a con $6.108.25.
quest of the North Pole in an airship
Chicago Produce Market
were abandoned on account" of tne
Chicago, Nov. 29. Wheat Dec. 105
announcements of the claims of Dr
corn Dec. 58
May 105
Frederick A. Cook and Commander
oats Dec. 39
May 41
Robert E. Peary, issued yesterday va May 61
pork Jan. 220; May 2117
long statement In which he analyzes
Jan. 1257
the narratives of the two explorers, lard Nov. 1412
declaring that of Peary "precise," ribs Jan. 1150; May 1092
workmanlike, consistent, credible. In
Chicago Live Stock.
every particular" and denouncing that
of Dr. Cook asi a self evident and evChicago, Nov. 29. Cattle, 31,000
'
en deliberate Imposture.
Market is steady to 10 cents lower
today. Beeves, $3.909.15; Texas
Jesus Romero, sheriff of Bernalillo steers, $3.754.80; western steers, $4
county, acompanied by Deputy Sher7.50; stackers and feeders, $3.10
iffs Alfred Baca and A. Mallencl, pas- 5.50; cows and heifers,
$2.10
5.65;
sed through the city yesterday from calves, $6.258.50.
Springer enroute to Albuquerque. Sheriff Romero passed through Las Vegas
New York Money and Stock
Saturday having In his charge seven
New
York, Nov. 29. Call money
young boys ranging in age from 11 to
4
5 per cent; prime mercan
18 years, all of whom were committed firm,
51-- 8
5
tile
paper
per cent; Mexican
Tha
to the reform school at Springer.
43.
84
At
dollars
Amalgamated
lads committed were Roy Adams, Gus
New York Cent. 126
chison ,118
Surer
Wells,
Paul
Owens,
Weidman,
Union
Southern Pacific 127
Simon Mondragon, Ell Mondragon ana
Steel 86; steel pref.
These youngsters Pacific 189
Frank Morris.
123
with the exception of one were from
in
were
much
all
and
Albuquerque
Kansas City Live Stock
need of severe restriction. .
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 29. Cattle,
It Isn't enough to hope for the be?t 12,000, Including 8,000 isoutherns. The
In these days of competition you mu3t market today is steady. Native steers.
$4.758.50; southern steers, $3.50
fight for it.

(JomiD

Doesn't your apparatus need overhauling or cleaning? How about your
furnace doesn't it need cleaning?
Phone Main 49 and we will, attend to
your wants promptly,

Hogs

7--

SMALL BLAZE CALLS
'
OUT FIRE DEPARTMENT

:TAUPIDRTS;

0

jStLouls Wool i
LouisLMo .,Nov;29. Wool. The"
market is unchanged. Territory and
western mediums 2429;,iiner';me-dlums- ,

F. J. GEHRING.
Avenue.
516-51-

Douglas

8

1--

1--

4;

EL PORVENIR MINE
(Continued From Page

1.)

out and piled up during the prospecting work and, aa the work progresses, the ore will be piled ready for the

concentrator. A mile and a quarter
below the mouth of the tunnel Is an
excellent site for the concentration
plant, and here the company proposes
to Install it. At this point, at present there Is a saw mill In operation
from which the power of the concentrator will be obtained. Tha site is
about 100 feet from the north fork of
the Gallinas river, which will supply
ample water.
"The Scenic Highway follows the
river,, and a good road connects tha
concentrator site with the highway

2

3--

5--

3--

down which the concentrates will be
hauled to the railroad, about eight
miles away, for shipment to the smelter. Half a mile above the mill cite,
a vein of coal Intersects the country,
supplying the fuel for the generation
of power.
The surrounding country is thickly wooded, all the timber for the use
of tha mines and lumber for the
buildings can be cut at the mill.
"Altogether the members of the
El Porvenlr Copper Mining company
are Justified in entertaining
their
bright hopes for; the future of their
properties." '
(Signed.)
WILL HALLORAN, M. E.

5.50; southern cows, $2.504; native
cows and heifers, $2.256; etockens
and feeders, $3.205; bulls, $2.804;
calves, $47.50; western eteers, $3.80
5.60; western cows, $2.604.50.

7--

.

Eduardo Baca and wife are the
and happy parents of a bouncing baby boy( which arrived at the
Baca home this morning. Mr. Baca,
who Is at the head of the eboe department of the Romero Mercantile
company, was remembering his friends
today with choice cigars.
proud

4

;.t.
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Begins Friday Nov. 26th And Will Continue Until Nov. 30th.
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Women's
'
and Misses', Coats and Cloaks

We have about 50 tailored Suits left, we have to close
these out as we do not intend carrying any over to next
season. In order to do this we are going to make a
very decisive cut a very low price one that will clear
them all out Some of these Suits are late arrivals se,nt
here by Mr. Bacharach just a few days ago advance
styles buf too late for us to sell at regular prices so
we place them all in this GREAT SALE.

fitted
The new Coats full lenght, or
back or panel set snug collars, in defferent styles and
shades red, gray, tan, black we have never shown a
three-quart-

Suits
$45.00 Suits
$35.00 Suits
$30.00 Suits

$33.00

........

wTad

:'v

IymI i
1

$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$17.00
$15.00

$35.00

$27.50

$22.50

es'

One-Pic- e

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Dresses

$40.00
$35.00

1

19

I

f

iir.--r--

$22.50

......
......
......

Coats
Coats
Suits
Coats
Coats
$5.00 Coats
$20.00
$17.50
$15.00
$10.00
$ 8.60

$30.50
$27.50
$22.50
$18.50

$1530

..

......

$14.50
$1&25
$11.75
$ 6.75
$5.90

$3.85

One lot of colored Waists plain or pleated, light or dark
'
Rfln
colors, a good house waist.

.....oUli

Special....

$45.00 Dresses

933.00

$40.00 Dresses
$35.00 Dresses
$30.00 Dresses

$3030

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
$2.50

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Coats ...

$18.50
$15.50

$1430

$125
$11.75

Je Have Other

Waists
Waists
Waists
WaisU
Waists

. 98o
$1.10
$1.35
$1.49
$1.89

$3.00

Waists

$3.50

Waists
Waists

$4.00
$5.00
$6.50

Waists
WaiBts

&20
$2.78
.
.'

........

$248
$345
$4.95

Articles On, Sale All Over The Store

I

As has been our custom for the last 10 years wo will Give 40 Turkeys
on Christmas Eve beglning on Dec. 1st wo will give Turkey
coupons with every 50o purchase.
THE

"

STORE

E.LASVEGAS.

'

OF QUALITY

jr.' eV

N.M.

:

;

J

n

!1

-;wf .Off
ml

VC.

mi

JlAt

r

Hlr

fh

One

.

$2230

I

"

lot of white tailored Waists, new materials', new
styles, high collar or without, plain, box pleated, knife
pleated. Priced as follows:

$27.50

ttf

ft

1' - ilfi

Waists

Dresses

Besides Articles Mentioned Above

Mil.

$25.00

$18.50
$15.50
$14.15
$12.75
$11.75

Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats

made in the newest silks Messalines, Taffetas, Silk
Jerseys, Cashmeres, Worsted and Flannels all the new
'
colorings, some in black.
$25.00
$22.60
$20.00
$17.00
$15.00

:i

better assortment.
$30.00

$50.00

iii If

er

nm

.'i

w

.

ft

f

ea

it
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Trustworthy
methods

many years of our
dealings have proven
the frisdom" of "trading frith us. While
wording for a busi- ness we have been
working for a reputation; we have gain- ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- tory deal-r-we

gua-rant-

that.

-

DRUG

WINTERS

g'

J

.

Porter ffon&q

:i:

-

He

Mrs. S. A. Morris, a trained nurse,
.'left today for Sunnyside,
Gadalupe

county, where she goes on professional business.
and daughter,
Mrs. Isaac Appel
Miss Mildred, are expected to arrive
in the city tomorrow morning on the
California limited from an extended
visit to New York, where Mrs. Appel
'has been visiting as the guest of her
mother, Mrs. N. Frank.
R. L.' Sena, Donato Rivera and C.
-

Rivera have returned from their
visit to El Cerito, where they went
some days ago to witness the wedding
ceremony of F. L. Lopez and Miss
Rose Qulntana, who were married on
Thanksgiving day.
Hon. Solomon Luna, Republican na
tional committeeman from New Mexico, was a visitor In the city Satur
day night for a few hours while
enroute from Washington to his home
in Albuquerque. Mr. Luna was Joined
here by Hon. Chas. A. Spless, who
departed last evening for Santa Fe.
While In the city he was closeted
with local party leaders.
A. T. Toombs, district attorney of
"Onion county, visited Las Vegas to
day from his home In Clayton, on
matters pertaining to his position.
C. M. O'Donel, manager of the Red
River Valley company, accompanied
"by his wife, departed last night for

I

Albuquerque.
Mat Keenan,

Inspector of brands
for the Cattle Sanitary Board, arriv
ed In the city last night on belated
No. 9, and warn around town today
.. (
Inspecting local brands.
Claud Taylor, of the Santa Fe en-gineerIng""corps, returned last night
from Kansas City, where he went a
week ago to witness the annual football game between the University of
Kansas and the University of Mis
sourl. Taylor returns not so well
pleased with his trip, as he left this
city all smiles, thinking that the "K.
IT." team would wipe Missouri off the
map. Missouri won the game by a
score of 12 to 6.
r
Garnett Burks and wife returned
this afternoon from El Paso, Texas,
'where they have been for some weeks
Ta?t visiting as the guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Chauncey O. Reuker,
who was formerly Miss Mossy Burks
of this city.
Mrs. George Hayward arrived
In
the city this afternoon from Santa
Fe, accompanied by her - youngest
daughter. She will visit while in the
city, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Hay- '

What other soap can
be used for so many
different purposes; for
the bath, the toilet' ano!
for fine, laundry use?
-

Ivory ooap
994ioo Per Cent. Pure
j

Dressed Chickens

$1350
China

$48

For ' $7.50 Dinner Sets

OnlyatSi
.

Las Vegas Savings Bank 0

All Haviland Open Stock Dinner

Ware Patterns
at
-

One-Fift-

h

'

Off.

$22,25

For Smith's

9xl2-fee-

t

worth $35.00.

Axmins-te- r

NO DANGER FROM THE
USE OF MILK BOTTLES

It is

EPISCOPAL PENSION
FUND GETS 950,000

known and always
has been understood that J. P. Gey-e- r
does and always has run a sanl-- .
tary dairy, but he wishes to impress
upon the minds of his customers that
there Is absolutely no danger of contracting any disease by the use of
his bottles. Every bottle Is thoroughly sterilized with steam by the use
of a sterilizing oven, manufactured
428 Grand Ave. Over Lorenzon'a
for that purpose. All milk bottles are
'
this
air tight oven,
placed in
steam turned on and they are heated to the boiling point temperature
for one half hour or more. Geyer also keeps a tested dairy herd.
The above statement of facts are
correct.
A Hair's Breadth Escape
Young Girls Are Victims
Do you know that every time you of headache, as well as older women,
J. P. GEYER.
Subscribed and! sworn to before me have a cough or cold and let it run on but all get
quick relief and prompt
this 13th iuy of November, A. D., thinking it will just cure itself you cure from Dr.
King's New Life Pills.
are inviting pneumonia, consumption he world's
.
1909.
best remedy for sick and
or
some
other
FRANK B. JANUARY,
pulmonary trouble? nervous headaches. They make pure
(Seal)
it Put your lungs back in blood, and strong nerves
and build up
Notary Public. Dont risk
perfect health and stop that cough your health. Try them. 25c at all
: "
Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Price druggists.
If there is anything you want, The with
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Optic can get it
you. If It's som
Center Block Depot Drug Co.
You can tell a man who has a good
thing you don't want, The Optic can
opinion of himself by the way he has
sell it for you.
a poor opinion of others.
Everybody reads The Optic.
generally

and sign

o

New York, Nov. 29. Announcement
was made from the Jpulplt of St.
Georgia's church yesterday by the
pastor. Rev. D. J. Wllkins that a gift
of f50,000 had been received toward
the $5,000,000 fund being raised to
pension Episcopal clergymen at the
age of 64 years or sooner, if disabled.
The name of the doner was not made
known, but be lives in the middle
CHICAGO CHURCH "KITTY"
west. Thus far $300,000 has been col'
NETS HANDSOME SUM lected for the fund which had Its or
igin at the general conference in
""""""
two years ago.
Richmond,
h
29.
The Forty-nintChicago, Nov.
Avenue Methodist-Episcopchurch
has started a "kitty", only it is not SECOND ILLINOIS MINE
HORROR BARELY AVERTED
called a "kitty" but a "Joslah Chest"
It was named In honor of the Biblical
character who took the chest, as the Marion, Ills., Nov. 29. One man was
story reads in the Second Kings, and killed In a mine explosion here today,
"bored a hole in the lid and set It A hundred more narrowly escaped
beside the altar and there received all death. These wera rescued with the
the money .that the people brought greatest difficulty.
Into the house of the Lord." Nearly
In developing the Idea of truthful
five hundred dollars was dropped Into the "kitty" at the services yester- ness, a teacher asked the question,
"What is the best thing In the world
day. As a result of one month of
the hard I
on the part of the donors, one to do, and at the same time
'
sad man had tabooed cigars for a est?"
A little girl raised her hand, timid
month and his wad was goodly;
walks Instead of street car .rides, buns ly.
cut out of the morning meal and the
"Well, Emma?"
"To get married." Harper's Maga
purchase of "much desired gloves post
poned were some of the factors that zine.
made the offerings possible. The of
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-gis- t
ferings are to be used in redecoratand psychometrlst,
lng the church.
daring her
stay in Las Vegas will be found at
El Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can be enDISCUSS NEED FOR
for evening entertainments.
gaged
LIGHTS ON VEST SIDE Receives on
Sunday.

Wmnimmith

Shop

fr

self-deni-

'

tandard of Quality

T.16

ONLY TO BE FOUND IN THE

JEWELRY STORE, OF

At a meeting of the board of direc .The girl who won't listen to any
tors of the Las Vegas club on Sat foolishness Is going to have a difficult
urday evening at the club rooms on time getting married.
the West side the matter of lighting
'

A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
Taylor, of Nebo, Ky who writes that,
wher all thought he would die. Bucken's Arnica Salve wholly cured him.
Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, corns,
wounds, bruises. , Cures fever sores,
boils, skin eruptions, chilblains, chap
ped hands. Soon routs plies. 25c at
II druggists.

-

IPoD

Three points of
Superiority.

,

.,

ALABAMA

GOODS
VOTING ON
THE LIQUOR QUESTION

Birmignham Ala., Nor,. 29, Ala
bama today is voting on the proposed
amendment, to th state constitution,
whlcB' If adopted, will absolutely shut
liquor out of this' state. Band music
was played around each of the four
polling places In Birmingham early
today to drown out the prayers, sing
ing and pleadings of women and chilr
dren, who gathered there in an ef
fort to influence votes for prohibition.
Excitement Is intense and business Is
practically suspended today In Bir
a
mingham,

,

Cts. Admission.

oaa

Miguel Na.tIon.cJ Bank.
QQQ Q OOOO OOCI

Automobile, Carriage, Wagon

te

Js conscientiously maintained at

These three go hand in hand here
and make this a pretty good place
to come for desirables in the ' '
housef urnishing line.
'

i
If one of those points were

missing you would be sore to
notice it. So would
we
watch things so closely that
Right Goods, Fair Prices and
Complete Assortments answer
"present1! here all the time. t
we-r-a-

Plug Hats for Men

5 Cts.

'

y

look.

is as good a time

a Dance.

J,

1.

as

It matters not what

C, JOHNSEN
FURNITURE
623 DOUGLAS

i

AVE.

fi

And you are afforded the opportu- ityiof a selection worthy of a City
f a hundred thousand.

any to
o
Furniture need you have In mind
you will find as able to deal witt
you to your complete satisfaction.
To-da-

'

Parasol Party Tuesday, Nov. 30tb.

5

Saa

e

seamless Rugs
Only at

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
fHE BIG STORE LITTLE PRICES

T

and deposit regularly from time to time j- and
when It
reaches its maturity you will have provided handsomely for
its "rainy day."
DEP08ITS AT THIS BANK DRAW INTEREST.

..$17.50

THE ROSENTHAL

Kiss-imme- e,

Brotherhood
Fraternal
........

Parasols for Ladies

Awt Cshl.r:

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AT THIS 6AVINGS BANK,

100-pie-

-

s

B. JANUARY,

doesn't always mean a roof. Begin wjth ; the child and pro
vide the child for its "rainy day." . t v..

For
Austrain
Dinner Sets,

worth......

I

Scribner's Dancing Academy
f

T. HOSKINS, Cashlsr.

A RAINY DAY PROTECTION,

THE ROSENTHAL

ing from his brother, Ike Bacharach,
stating that he and Mrs. Bacharach
and their son, Herman had arrived
safely in Germany on ' the steamer
"President Grant."
Cards received in the city by friends
of W. M. Lewis state that Mr. Lew-I- s
is now making his homo in
Fla.
H. L. Benjamin of the Harvey Eating System, passed through the city
this afternoon from Albuquerque,
to Kansas City. Mr. Benjamin
was Joined here by his family who
arrived in the city this afternoon
on the, train ahead of Mr. Benjamin.
John Stein was a passenger in from
the south this afternoon.
Harry W. Garberson accompanied
by Mrs. Uhler, and Miss Nettle Major, departed this afternoon for his
hpme at Hermit's Lodge.
Mrs. H. M. Sweezey returned yesterday afternoon from her trip east.
She was not accompanied by Mrs.
Honeywell, her sister, as was expected. Mrs. Honeywell will arrive in Las
Vegas about December 5.

it.

you so much satisfaction.

D.

F.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

at

Only

For the 75c square yard
Printed Linoleum. Only at

w

What else will give

$at'j the 50c Hodges Fibre

Pr.sld.nt
VIc PrMldwt

4So

the town was taken up. A committee
of Charles Ilfald, J. D. W.
consisting
' i
ward.
veeaer ana ueciiio Ksoenwald was
Simon Bacharach was in receipt of
appointed by the club to meet with
tL cablegram
early yesterday morn- - the town council at the next meet
ing and determine what should be
done in the premises. A coT.nVttee
from the town council consisting of
O. Herman and Susano Montano
"HAT better N.
was present at the club meeting.
The question of what should be done
use can you
with the flood waters that flow down
make of a Bridge street was also taken up for
A resolution
was
nickel than to exchange consideration.
adopted providing that no opening be
it for a cake of Ivory made through the new concrete bridg
but that the waters be carried around

"

CUNNINGHAM,

4r?n ??f7r?fi ft

THE ROSENTHAL.!

Beef in big quantities 3c and
and 6c per pound.

PERSONALS

Soap?

35o

AND

;Ooi8

'

C1D0,CZD.C3
M

!

in

FRANK SPRINGER.
Carpets- -

Tiirkeys, Oeese, Docks
:...

AND WE DELIVER

-

JOAPiTAl PAW

J.

All Kinds of Poultry

JO.''

j

12c

'

Telephone Main'S'f
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE

iiOPPOsiTE';
Y. M, C. A;

;fl2c

Sirloin

ee

;

bttciis

7.

Little Pfices

BigStip

i2ic

(

flO

WrTTO.VTTTI.l7!

'm

;Sap'ffliguelNatio!ialBafik.

THE ROSENTHAL
:,.

.... .... .

&

AT

GETS HIS HERD IN

Loin Steak

P0O00OOOOOOOOOOO''
5

OTEUBEB SPECIAL

PETER ROTH

during the

FIVE

ti

SOU

Hi.

caw Mmann for vou to dcsirln. Bn van
vjcni tho fcc'st ni tho ioviczt prwo?
... t

CJALL-AW-

EE CONVINCED

I

SIX

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Glassifi

II

mm
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in charge of the lumber company here
temporarily. Mr. Vaught returns to
morrow to his former position at Rai '
ton,
R. E. Aldrldge arrived in the city
Saturday from his home in Gallup and
will spend a few days in Las Vegas
as the guest of hla son Allen Aldnage,
who Is an employee of the
company.
Judge E. V. Long was a passenger
in on No. 1 yesterday afternoon, re
turning from an extended trip to tt.au
sas City, Chicago and other eastern
points. Judge Long was accompanied
home by Mrs. Long.
J. A. C. and O. S. Bodenhausen, two
in
well known traveling salesmen
these pacts, were visiting the city to
Joe
day In the interests of soma
concerns. The Bondennausen broth
ers are both guests at the Castaneda
hotel.
Mrs. George Schofner and son and
Miss Minnie Schofner arrived in the
city Saturday evjping from Silver
Creek, New York. They will remain
in Las Vegas for some time and will
probably locate here for the winter,
Mrs. Schofner and family register at
the Castaneda hotel.
Andrew Oleson and wife are recent
arrivals at the Central hotel from
Ithaca, Neb. Mr. Oleson is a brother
of Olaf Oleaon who died In this city
about a year, ago and who owned a
large ranch on the Mora road. Mr.
and Mrs. Oleson are stopping off for a
few days In Las Vegas enroute to Los
Angeles, where they intend spending
the winter.
A. T. Monroe, Roswell, N. M.J G. F.
Poimderlne, Mrs.. J. H. Finck, New
York, N. Y.; H L. Ben tier, Philadelphia, Pa.; G. H. Russel, Denver, Colo.;
O. T. Toombs, Clayton, N. M.; H. War- field. Chicago, 111.; J. R. Paden, Lamy,
N. M.; J. E. Boyd, F. C. Duke, St.
Louis, Mo.,; and W, A. Myers, Los An
geles, Calif., are late arrivals at the
Castaneda hotel.
Gross-Kell-

TRADING

CO.

'"

Phono Main OS. Bridge Street
Help Wanted, Etc.

PERSONALS

Sam Pate, of Raton, Is registered
WANTED A good servant girl for
general housework. ' Inquire of at the New Optic hotel as a late arrival )n this city.
Isaac Appel.
Mrs. Mollla Schmidt returned f yesiWANTED
Table boarders at 712 terday afternoon from her trip to Ros-weFifth street Phone Purple 6112,
and Albuquerque.
Furnished rooms.
x Meals 25 cents.
R. V. Saxton and F. F. McLaughlin
are recent arrivals in the city, regisTRADE
MEN LEARN BARBER
tering at the Central hotel.
Short time
required; graduates
Hugo Scharwenka of New York City
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar- was a visitor in the
city today regisber college, Los Angeles.
tering at the Castaneda hotel.
Geo. W. Arnot was a visitor in the
city yesterday froni Albuquerque, returning to the Duke city last night.
I offer my entire
FOR SALE
J. R. Ferry and wife, spent the day
household furnishings for sale. Mrs. In the city yesterday from Loa AlaN. C. Smith, 306 Washington ave- mos, registering at La Pension hotel.
nue.
Registering at the El Dorado today
are E. C. Stewart, Raton; E. C. JohnFOR SALE One medium sized base son and wife and J. M. Hall, Park,
burner, in good condition, $3. En- Kans.
Wallace Tipton was a visitor In the
quire 1026 Fifth etreet
city today from the Hand ranch at
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never Los Alamos. Mr. Tipton is a guest at
used; blankets and comfortables. the La Pension hotel.
Charles Springer returned to his
712 Fifth Btreet
home in Cimarron yesterday aftera
FOR BALE Stamping done and art noon after paying the Meadow city
needlework ' materials. 712 Fifth short visit on business.
J. E. Sullivan, Denver; and O. J.
.'
street r,
Allen, Oklahoma City, Okla.; were
reFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- Sunday arrivals in las Vegas,
hotel.
La
Pension
at
gistering
and
records
seals
scriptions. Notary
Eugenio Romero and Rafael Romeat The Optic office..'
ro drove In from Mora Saturday' evenOLD newspapers for sale at The Op- - ing to attend the Knights of Columbus
initiation and banquet here yesterday.
uo oince. au cents a ounaie.
Miss Clara Vorenberg returned yesterday afternoon to her home in Wagon Mound after a few days spent in
the city as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Stern.
Five-roofurnished
FOR
RENT
Prof. K. M. Chapman departed last
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
to Santa Fe after
$1.50 per week and up. Call 618 evening in return
holi
the
Thanksgiving
'
spent
having
428.
Grand. Phone Main
,
days in the city as the guest of his
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping mother Mrs. M. Chapman.
Hugo Seaberg the well known Rarooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street
ton hotel man, returned to his home
in the Gate city yesterday afternoon
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, after a short visit to Las Vegas, atall modern conveniences, 808 Main tending to business matters.
'
street
Miss May Ross, daughter, of Mr. and
Mrs. Robt. L. M. ,
departed on an
For Rent Nicely furnished house afternoon train yesterday for Albukeeping rooms. Electric light, bath, querque, after spending a few days at
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth her, home in the Meadow city.
C. M. Carscallen arrived in the city
street
this afternoon from Raton. Mr. Carwill assume the management
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, scallen Las
of
the
Vegas Lumber company,
P.
C.
Mrs.
board.
without
with or
Hammond, U4 Main. Phone Purple relieving R. M. Vaught, who has been
.

ll

For Sale

For Rent

R-s-

y

Methodist Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic, ;Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
holera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
everal years for diarrhoea. I consid
er It the best remedy I have ever tried
for that trouble. I bought a bottle
f it a few days ago from our druggist, Mr. R. R. Brooks, ishall ever
be glad to sDeak a word 'X a its praise
when I have the opportunity." Rev.
J.iD. Knapp, Pastor K. E. church,
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by. all dealers.
A

A woman who runs a house filled
a big family earns a lot of money,

with

but she never gets it.

A Card
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure
your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
heals the lungs and prevents serious
results from a. cold, prevents pneumonia and constipation. Contains no
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
Red
package. Refuse substitutes.
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.

A man knows? so much his wife is
twice as smart for having none of his,
knowledge.
A

Brokei Back

That pain in your

,.

back caused by

lumbago, stiff muscles or a strain
Is an easy thing to get rid of. Ballard's Snow Liniment cures rheuma
tism, lumbago, sore and stiff muscles,
strains, sprains, cuts, burns, bruises,
scalds and all aches and pains. You
need a bottle in your house. Sold by
Center Block Depot Drug Co.

6242.

FOR RENT Store room. No. 618
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.

IW

FOR RENT Nice front room, or
double room. Either light housekeepInquire
ing or room with board.
across from court house.

USE

He Had Never Received Any
Encouragement

Buy floiv a Good Accortmcnf

0, 0.

29, 1909

ARcal;Hero

Dertiseinents

ma

ti-- ozt

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

MEN FIGHT DUEL
TO DEATH WITH PISTOLS

"I'm engaged! I'm going to be married! No more bachelor quarters or
stag dinners for me!
"It's almost too gooa to be true. I'm
pretty brave, after all, or I never
should have had the courage to propose to Jennie.
"How delightful it is to have the
agony; over! When I think of my procrastination
"It wasn't so hard to propose as I
had imagined it would be. I'm glad
to discover that I'm brave.
"Many a time I had thought the moment propitious for proposing to her,
but I always found my, tongue frozen
to the roof of my mouth, even though
it had been glib enough until one of
those unspeakable silences came and
the very air seemed charged with a
proposal of marriage.
"How I wished she would help me!
But now I am glad she isn't that kind.
A man ought to do the asking. Jennie,
I know would have died rather than
lead me on.
"Yet our conversation somehow
often got around to matrimony. Jennie seemed to think it the right thing
for a man to marry.
"'True happiness is only for those
who are married',' Jennie would say.
think.
. "'Now's my time,' I would
Then my jaws would become set, as If
they were paralyzed. Being certain
that a perfect girl like Jennie never
would accept me for a husband, I felt
it would be only a case of making myself ridiculous if I should ask her.
" 'Of course I should hate to see you
marry,' she said one evening. 'You
are such a dear friend to us all that
it would be almost like losing one of
tbe family.'
'"Let me be one of the family!' I
blurted out. , 'Let me to a a brother.'
"Why did I speak that final word?
I didn't mean to, but she .couldn't

BOSS PATEN
And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always pood- - Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
NOTICE

u

FOR

PUBLICATION

(Not Coal Land).
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M- November 23, 1909.
Notice, is hereby given that Lena
Isaac, of Watrous, N. M., who, on
March 24, 1908, made Homestead Entry No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3,
Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East N. "M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Robt 'L. M. Roes,
U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Ve
gas, in. m., on we lutn nay oi Jan'
uary, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Smith, Matt. Gerk, Ramon
TruJIllo, of Watorus, N. M , and Cody
W. Summerlln, of East Las Vegas,

Y. M. C. A. NOTES

-

.

There was a partial eclipse last
Saturday afternoon at the Y. M. C. A.
when the stars were defeated by the
moons by the close score of 17 to IB.
These two teams are very evenly
matched as the game played a week
ago resulted In the defeat of the
Moons by the score of 19 to 18. The
games played both times have been
almost faultless.
The spring board high Jump of the
Intermediates class on Saturday was
won by Weyland Koogler, 15 feet, 2
Inches; George Gowen second, 6 feet,
third Martin Sundt, 4 feet, 8 inches.
Mr. Yerbury's ''Men Who Dared"
.
class elected officers at its weekly N. M.
'
R.
MANUEL
OTERO, Register.
Gowen
last
meeting
Friday. George
know that
was"
elected
president;
Welyand
anshe
"'Certainly, if you like,'
swered, rather frostily, I thought. Koogler, secretary, and 'Mr, Yerbury,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Doubtless she felt that I was presump treasurer.
"
Department of the Interior, V. S.
tuous. I shriveled with despair.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Octoone
f
f
for
nerved
I
S"Howeverr
myself
'
ber, 29, 1909.
YOUNG PEOPtE'S NOTES
final effort, as a doomed man risks his
Notice
is
Julell
that
hereby
given
W-- f
all on a last desperate struggle.
Sheehan, of Watrous, Mora county,
" 'Can may a brother hold your
t
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908, made
hand?' I asked her. I was perspiring
The meeting of the Young People's Homestead Entry (serial 01424), No.
at every pore from sheer agony.
for W. 2 NE
SE 4 NE
at the Presbyterian church 13987,
society
" 'Some one else's- brother might if
4
and Lot 1, Sec. 17, Township 16
was
one
small
of
last
though
night,
N. Range 21 E, N. M. P. Meridian,
I cared for him,' was all she said.
"Her words mystified me greatly. I the most pleasant meetings, In some has filed notice of intention to make
was ata loss' what to say next. The respects, held for some time. "Aliens tinai com mu rat inn nrnnr. tn pafnhUBh
conversation dropped. I couldn't think or Americans," Chapter IV, a charact- claim to the land above described, be-- :
fore Robert L. M. Ross. U. S. court
of a single idea. If she only had er study of the" different immigrants
'
at Las Vegas, New
to
commissioner,
our
was
well'
shores,
very
coming
encourof
me
the
hint
slightest
given
on the 17th day of December.
Mexico,
Palthe
reviewed
leader,
Harry
by
at
agement how I should have Jumped
1909.
mer. " '
It!, I But Jennie is not that kind.
Claimant names as witnesses:
was
held
.last Tuesday
The. poclal
" It's getting late,' I said at last
Edward E. Johson, of East Las Ve
a very pleasant one as everyone pres gas, N. M. Ernest
'I'd better be going.'
Bagwell, of East
ent seemed to more than enjoy them Las Vegas, N. M.. Filiberto
: "How I wished I could have kicked
Pacheco.- The
broke
of
Casa
selves.
N.
up
happy gathering
Grande,
M., William Smith,
myself down the steps.
of Watrous, N. M.
"But it's all over now! Actually, I about 11 o'clock.
, .
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Next Sunday is consecration meetdon't even know how I did it Jennie
1
Register.
are
members
are
which
all
who
because
at
out
all
ing
right
says it turned
was so brave. I think so myself. 'In- expected to be present
Money burns a hole in a man's
trepid' is the word Jennie used. That's
and in a woman's erhosi.
pocket
a fine word; still, I'm afraid Jennie
"The best Baking Powder at any
values me above my merits.
price" is the verdict of those who try ery.
"I vowed weeks ago that another K C Baking Powder. Pure and wholeA Hair's Breadth Escape
you 30 cents on a pound
year' should not end without my know- some. Saves
' " '
;;
'
" ''
me
can,
would
Jennie
Do
whether
marry
ing
you know that every time you
or not
have a cough or cold and let it run on
Most of the fish In small puddles thinking it will just cure Itself yon
"That brought a brilliant idea into
;
are inviting pneumonia, consumption1
my head. I would buy her a ring for Imagine they are big.
or some other pulmonary
Christmas and lust offer it to her in
trouble?
Young Girls Are Victims
Don't risk it Put your lungs back in
a general way. If she put' it on her
third flnarer I would Sneak. ' If she of headache, as well as older women, perfect health and stop that cough
but all get' quick relief and prompt with Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Price'"
didn't well, then I should laugh
hollow, mirthless laugh -- and - broken- cure from Dr. King's "New Life Pills, 25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by'
he world's best remedy for sick and Center Block Depot Drug Co.
heartedly wish her a merry Christmas. nervous
headaches. They make-pur"Sd I went to the Jewelers, Even
blood, and strong nerves and build up
there, however, my 'courage nearly
It Is almost as easy to make a fool
health. Try them. 25c at all
failed me. Some women were standing your
of yourself as to tell others not to.
near the ring counter, I didn't dare druggists.
look at them or ask for rings.
A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
A bachelor who U given a baby to
"I walked along to the scarf pins
horrified'
hold
as
looks
his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
as
a
lost
dog.
helpless
and bought some, though I didn't want
of Nebo, Ky., who writes that '
Taylor,
women
around
those
Still
hung
them;
wne- - all tnought he: would die. Buck- Her Heart Was Broken
the --sings. It was very provoking. I
en's Arnica Salve whollv enrnd him ...
was
because
her
and
bad
to
complexion
bought more scarf pins. I began
Infallible
for burns, scalds, cuts, corns,
to
she
could
find
clear it up. wounds, bruises.
nothing
feel as if I were going to start a pawn
Cures fever sores, j,
Ladies: a bad complexion, is caused
shop.
skin
boils,
eruptions,
chilblains, chapan inactive liver. :An inactive livped hands. Soon routs plies. 25c at
"Suddenly some one slapped me on by
in
er
be
condition
will
put
11
by
perfect
the back, and the brother of Jennie's
druggists.
Ballard's Herblne. The un- girl chum said: 'Hello, Dick! Did you taking liver
Cen
Sold
regulator.
by
come to buy the engagement ring? equaled
It doesn't require a magaclan to
ter Block Depot Drug Co.
My congratulations!'
make an automobile turn' turtle.
"1 I ' was all I could stammer '
Women remind us of angels be
out I was so surprised. '
What Would You Do 7
" 'There's no use denying it,' he in- cause they are always flying around.
In case of a burn or scald what'
sisted, 'Jennie told " my sister herselt
would you do to relieve the pain? Such
When is it to be?'
Sick Headache
injuries are liable to occur in' any
" 'I'm
This distressing disease results from family
I began. Then sudden
and everyone should be prepa
condition
disordered
of
the
lion.
bold
stomach,
as
as
'The
a
ared for them. Chamberlain's Salve
ly I became
can
and
cured
Chamberbe
by
taking
on a soft cloth will relieve the
first of the year,' I said. I'm buying
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get applied
almost instantly, and unless the
the ring now.'
a free sample at all dealers, and try it pain
injury is. a very severe one, will cause
"I natter myself that I can rise to
the parts to heal without leaving a
an emergency.
'"I felt that those women at the ring The people who are said to be good scar. For sale by all dealers.
counter were listening, though I did never earn their salary.
;
Many a man Is wholeouled whose
not look at them. However, I did not
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure shoes are not
care any longer.
case
or bladder troubler
"'Engagement rings,' I said to the ny Is notof kidney
the reach of medithat
Foley's Honey and Tar cures couzha
clerk, in a loud tone. 'You may as cine. Curesbeyond
backache and irregulari- quickly, strengthecs &e lungs and exwell show me plain gold rings, too.
do you want me to try ties that if neglected might result in pels colds. Get the penulne in a yefc .
H 'Do you
asked the ' dearest Bright's disease or diabetes. Red iuw puc&age. nea uross Drug Co.
Dick?'
them on,
world.
I've been here Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer. and O. G. Schaefer.
voice in the
ever so long looking at some pretty
ones if they are not too expensive.'
"Jennie and her girl chum! How
fortunate! , ,
" 'Nothing is too good for you, Jennie,' I said at once. 'I'm awfully glad
I'm brave and quick to seize an opportunity.'
"A girl is certainly a great help in
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
selectng rings. Jennie knew Just
30C
what she wanted. O, I'm in big luck!"
200 to
.
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Hillsboro) N. M., Nov. 29.

So small ed to end the trouble by killing

FOR RENT Finely furnished room, a matter as an alleged social slight
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Gen- has been found to have been the trifltleman only. Inquire Optic.
ing ause which started the family
feud by reason of which James B.
Taylor and Isaac Futch shot each
other to death on Thanksgiving day
at Fairvlew, sixty miles north of this
RESIDENT MANAGER WANTED
town. According to further details of
more
is
an
article that
To represent
the double killing received here the
of a necessity than a cash register
neglect of Futch to invite Mrs. Tay.
or computing scale in the store or lor to his
wedding a year ago when
most
A
prohome.
a stove ia the
all other neighbors were guests and
Stable and satisfactory business the refusal to admit Mrs. Taylor
that is always active, always mak- when she arrived at the scene of the
ing money for those who control nuptials engendered the bad blood
its sale In their vicinity. Exclus- which finally developed Into bitter
ive territory assigned to the man
hatred, culminating in the violent
who can devote his time and some death of two of the best known citi
capital to it Address R. L. Doran, zens in the county. Taylor, besides a
President 1274 Washington Blvd., cattle man, was foreman of the Unit'
ed States Treasury mine, well known
Chicago, III
for years as a Sierra county old tim-- i
er and quite popular. Futch, not quite
so well known,
was nevertheless
highly esteemed by all who knew him.
LOST Watch, on Lincoln between He was for many years foreman, of
the Center Block Drug Co. and the the Winston cattle ranch.
Annex bar. Monogram T. B. ReThe refusal of Futch to have Mrs.
ward. Return to Optic.
Taylor attend his wedding led to gossip and the snub created a sensation
"Our language should be condens- In county social circles. High words
the
ed," remarked the Wise Guy. "Like had frequently passed between Fair-viepotted tongue, ehf giggled the Simple two men and when they met at
'
on Thanksgiving day both resolv
Mug.

Business Chances

Lost

w

the

other.
Both men drew their guns at the
same time, Taylor a Colt's heavy
forty-fiv- e
and Futch, an automatic
pistol. Horrified bystanders heard the
crashing staccato of the two guns
being rapidly emptied and saw both
men fall, both dying in less than an
half a minute. Each was wounded
twice and Taylor snapped his empty
gun twice at his enemy after both
were down, in a last
desperate fury
;
" '
of revenge.
andi-dat- e
an
unsuccessful
was
Taylor
on the democratic ticket two
years ago for the office of probate
clerk. He married a Mis Laughlln
of Kingston, this county.
I

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatment by the agreeable, arouiatic Ely's
Cream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and cleanses and heali the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Drug,
gists sell the 60o. Biz . Teat it and you
are sure to continue the treati lent till relieved.

Announcement.
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half-sole-

THE
HYGEIA
ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED

To accommodate those who are partial
appl- ing liquids
into the nasal passages fop taUi rrhal Iron,
A Proof of
the
blet,
proprietors prepare Cr am Balm in
"Girls certainly can be contrary."
liquid form, which will be kno m as Ely'e
1 should say so. There's Miss Pret
Liquid Cream Balm. Price in eluding thi
She knows how to give a
tytace.
75
ce
is
tube
nts.
Dm agists or b
sprying
malt. The liquid for ta embodi es the med positive negative." Baltimore AmerlWijI oropertiea of tli solid preparation.

to tbe use of atomizers ia

WATER

PRICES:

-

It

lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

"

1,000

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

44

40c
50c
75c

- McGuire &
Phone Main 227

Webb
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Mex, Press Approves
Judge Mills' Appointment

HANDLED

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

ABSOSBltTS

"Go to the ant, thou sluggard!"
Is a maxim we quote in vain

I
W. J. Mills of this city tot be For ths sluggard goes to his uncle
And puts up his watch and chain.
governor of New Mexico, which was announced last week by President
Exchange.
Taft, meets with universal approval throughout New Mexico, Is perhaps
r
"
no better evidenced than by the comments of the press of the territory.
"Parker and his wife have separ
The daily and weekly newspapers, both republican ana democratic, gen
erally approve the selection Just made and comment favorably upon the ated."
"What are terms? '
appointment. The Optic will, from day to day, qutd editorials comment
"They, each get their cook for sir
Know.
on
ing
'Judge Mills' appointment that the people may

That the appointment of Chief Justice

CHAPMAN LODGE NO J, A, F. ft A.
PHY8ICIAN8
M.
Regular
DR. A. J. BUTTE RFI ELD,
first and
to Thursdays
VETERINARIAN
GRADUATE
In
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's
months." Life.
Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
could buy that windmill for what
Main 1.
Eva He admitted that she looked that would
(El Paso Herald.)
governorship and: sets at rest the
invited. Geo. H. Kinkel. W. M., Chas.
cost," he said.
or
Calls answered day
night
"The selection of Chief Justice. W.J. short, but varied indulgence of con- - like she came out of the ark, but said
H. Sported er, Secretary.
"But I couldn't He still in a grave
nd prognostications
re-- she was the light of his life.
Mills to be governor of New Mexico troversles
this far away from the old folks, eha
DR. E. I HAMMOND
Edna Gracious!
is generally approved throughout the gardlng the gubernatorial outcome.
He must have protested.
s
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 8.
This paper heartily endorses the meant that she was an arc light. Chi
territory. Justice Mills is an
'
I"H tell you," he comnow,
DENTIST
"Well,
Knights Templar. Regular
in New Mexico, and married into a appointment of Mr. Mills, though sad- - cago News,
promised. "Suppose we Just try ye
Has pioneer family. He has lived long ly regrets tnat It cannot come out
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
and if you don't lie still, why,
here,
" each month at Masonic phones at office and residence.
The Stranger (triumphantly) Four I'll ship ye back to- - old New Hampshy."
enough in the territory' to become boldly, boastmgiy ana in Dox car let-i
thoroughly acquainted with her peo- ters, with I told you so," for now It aces, old soft,
John S. Clark.
Tempi 7:30 p. m.
Rochester Herald.
seems so piain any darned iool
All
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
ple, her needs and her aspirations.
( gloomily)
Shuffling Pete
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
Without reflecting In the slightest should have known that Mills Is the right, take the money. But I'll be
Elsie's Mother (anxiously, as Elsie
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) degree upon others who were 'men right man for the place, and any oth- - shot if that was the hand I dealt you comes upstairs at 12:10 p. m.) Has
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROY
tioned for the appointment, it is nev er action on tne part of conferees
Mr. Longmore said anything Elsie?
ftl Arch Masons.
Regular Offloe Pioneer Building, over Grand
that the ap Hitchcock, soiomon Luna, Secretary
Elsie Not 'yet, mamma.
convocation first Monday in
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone ertheless Indisputable
of a very recent arrival or Ballinger and Bill Taft would have With ethics pat our ladies Juggla.
Elsie's Mother (a little impatiently)
pointment
each . month at ... Masonic
Main 57.
of an outside man would have been been ridiculously out of order.
They hate, a thief and yet they
What can be the matter with the
Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
"Delighted."
resented in some quarters. It is better
smuggle.
man? Do you think he ia afraid to
y
Williams, H, P, Chas. H.
Birmingham
that the choice has fallen upon one
ATTORNEYS
propose?
Sponeder, Secretary.
who is both an old resident and a man
They scorn to pilfer, pretty dears;
Elsie Oh, no, mamma; ha iant
Their hotel spoons are "souvenirs."
acceptable to the people of the ter NEW MEXICO
GEORGE H. HUNKER
afraid; but our house Is so small that
NEWS
Boston Transcript
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
I think he feels a little delicate about
ritory regardless of politics.
Attorney at Law
Speaking broadly, the appointing
asking to come here to live. Chicago
I say," said the messenger boy, News.
Knights ot Pjthlai Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New power .in the territories should not
,.
meet every Monday
G.
d
Brown, of Washington, D. "that
Willis
man in 496 Just
be used to appoint a man who could
Mexico.
;
:
v
Castle
in
evening .
not or would not be elected by the C.,- connected with the government fell .over a broom- and spilled a nail Uncle Joe Cannon had an amusing
HftU, viaitina Kiehu
has purchased a week- - of water on himself."
experience with a waiter in a Kansas
are cordially Invited.
Mrs. BuKKlns '"Isn't there a cult people under ordinary conditions of forest service,
""Take him up a towel," said the City hotel during his last visit to that
Raton. Mr. Brown
newspaper-a- t
the
choice.
ly
free
is
that
fortunate
It
un
I, P. HAVENS,
composed of people who eat only
Chancellor Command cooked food?" Mr, Buggins "I believe present appointment Is in a sense a anticipates making a daily paper but hotel manager, "and charge him for city. Being in no mood to select his
er.
appointment. The pres of it in the near future. He wag form- one bath."
dinner, he had tossed aside, after a
Mrs. Buggins "In revising the
C. M. BERNHARD, so."
connected Vith the government
to
not
Is
erly
build
a
of
sort
ent
on
governor
glance the menu- presented ' to him by
the
do
tariff
you
suppose
duty
Record
and
of
Keeper
Count Hlckoof Ze weather is so the ;wa4ter, saying:
up a powerful central political ma printing office, but recently transferr
raw material was aimed at them."
Seal.
queer over here. I must get my overchine. It is expected that he will give ed to the forestry service.
"Bring me a good dinner."
coat out.
the territory during his term & con
Incidentally ;"tfncle Joe" slipped the
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL Good Cough Medicine for Children
, Farmington, San Juan county, is to
The Heiress How lucky.
4
man a big tip in advance.
servative, buslnebsllke administration,
and Grown Folks, Too.
".
have a new hotel. It is to be a two- UNION OF AMERICA
Count ;Hick)of In what way?
the
Meets, first
This
satisfactory,
proving
plan
"We could hardly do without' Cham fair and square, and progressive
The Heiress That you haven't lost speaker pursued the same plan during
guest
story brick with twenty-fiv- e
and third Wednesday of each month berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs. without recklessness.
fine
office
room, a large din the ticket Exchange.
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W. Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky. "I found
From the very nature of his office, rooms, a
the remainder of his stay In Kansas v
room and toilet and, bath rooms.
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn- - it to be so good for the croup and he has been barred for years from ing
City. As he was leaving the servitor
can
I
Cou- - It is to be heated by steam and lightused
for
have
it
heartily
years..
Mrs.
remarked
earnestly,' as ha helped him
activity.
political
extraordinary
For
MIL
I
my
Whoopser
,
part,
Secretary. Visiting members recommend it for coughs, colds and
will not go to the gov edt by electricity,' The hotel will be thlnk Wuylerw as real mean when on with his overcoat:
equentlyhe
'cordially invited. x
croup in chijdren and grown folks, ernorship bearing the ill will or Jeal built early next spring and will be be made his wife
"I beg your pardon, sir; but when
promise she would
too." The above shows the implicit
one of the best on the western slope. never
be
nor.
he
will
or any of your friends that, can't
of
,
faction;
any
ousy
you
marry
again,
REBEKAH LODGE. L O. O. F. confidence that many mothers place
to any faction.
Mr. Whoopser rOh, Mary. don't read come to Kansas City, Just ask
meets second and fourth Thursday in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a under obligations
The principle of home is fully
P
Tahly. Tou1 for Tom." Philadelphia Record.
N6Sf
' evenings of each month at the I. O. confidence based on many years ex
$8 WOO by the Pafelflo
No one need maintained, and the appointment will
t0
use
be
of
it.
in
the
becau8a
thankfu,
ought
perience
hprob.
;
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
hesitate to use this remedy for it con Indirectly strengthen President Taft Mutual Life Insurance company of ablyt. prevented some ; brother man Croup Cuj-eanrf a Child's Life Saved
Los Angeles to the Albuquerque Com.- fronv
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. tains no chloroform, opium or other in the territory."
being made miserable. Chicago
It affords me Ereat pleasure to add
mercial club, the loan to be- practicM
Adelene narcotics and may be given to a child
T. F. Dalley, Secretary:
my testimony to that'of the thousands as confidently as to an adult For
any ror as long a ume as aesirea Dy
(Colfax County Stockman.)
Smith, Secretary.
have been benefited by Chamberwho
sale by all dealers.
,
William J. Mills, of Las Vegas, for the club and at a very reasonable
Cough Remedy. My child. An- Senator Taylor of Tennessee tells of
.
iiuu mo vmu .
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
WUCU UUljr Ulicn jenio wiu, "
almost a dozen years chief Justice of rate vi uucneou
urtsw,
,k.
taken with a eevere attack of croup,
A waitress la an Omaha restaurant New Mexico, was last Thursday ap- on its feet and save it from bankrupt- each
fourth Tuesday evenings
and
thanks to thetrompt use of Chaman
hour
Mexico
a
married
after
New
of
by
guest
serving
halL
C.
R.
governor
u
pointed
Visiting
month at O.
vi. iu auu
lilt? uvy it lit? was mill - berlain's
his life was
was
to
Her
hot
due
dinner.
was
his
haste
Mills
President Taft Judge
tied.:' 'I ain't sayln' I ain't" the bov saved-- andCough Remedy
brothers are cordially Invited. W
a
robust and
is
.' A
he
at
from
today
the
commander
care
to wait a candidate, the honor came to him
telgren
D. W, the fact that she didn't
A.
replied
Mrs.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
CoyM Jr,
.
says
boy,"
healthy
Chief
Fort
received
of
Wingate,
by
any longer.
unsolicited, and. he can enter the ofhis remedy
Now, you Raatus," stormed the oil of San Antonio, Texas,
Condon, secretary.
fice unhampered and t unpledged to Police McMlllIn at Albuquerque ear- man, "I ain't askjn' you if, you ain't; has been i In use. i for many years.
Forced Into ExileI is askin' you ain't you Is!" Troy Thousands of mothere keep it at hand.
any man, et, of men. or interests, ly yesterday morning,, requested-tha- t
EASTERN . STAR. REGULAR COM-- .
the officers be placed on the lookout TlmeS:is a pleasing feature.
of
which
Glenn
Unchurch
OWa.,
and it has never been known to fall.
;Wm:
Oak,
fourtli
r',':.
second and
munlcatlon
two
for
cavalrymen who had deserted
was an exile from home. Mountain air,
For sale by all dealers.
for. the people of Colfax
Speaking
month.
of
each
Thursday evenings
.
he thought, would cure a frightful county we can say that the selection from the post An hour or, so later
l
The
farm
Vermont
worn
been
had
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cough that had defied all of the president is entirely satisfact PnHpfimATi Mnmnptto mrl OTlrjirlv Ma
'woman, can cry
a
The
time
only
80 f16 New Bnglander and his
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. remedies for two years. After six ory for the reasons that Judge Mills covered the men. Herman Symancy w,fe
over going
more
than
bountifully
In
Up
months
death
he
his
returned,
dogging
homiB,tea,d
and George Lock, in the railway
,
Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida steps. "Then
she
on
when
a
is
gets back
away
I began to use Dr. King's Is a New Mexico citizen, able, social
trip
8
where they were about to
L "na lne
T ,1
.
,
,
8eelinger, secretary.
- home again.
New Discovery, he writes, "and af and thoroughly understands territorial yards, a
prus"k
ter taking six bottles I am as well as conditions and how to properly han board, freight train.. The faithless pered. At last, however, . age ., came
I. 0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. ever," It saves thousands i yearly dle them, which we believe he will soldiers were locked, up and will be
perfect results and economy
uPn tie v"e
lowing allPurity,
at from! desperate lung, diseases. Infal do to the best welfare of the people held pending the arrival of an officer
i
are combined in K C Baking Pow4, meets every Monday evening
was
that
time
not
her
she
called
long,
Port
from
for coughs and colds. It dispels and every interest
Wlngate.
der.
1
Guaranteed, the best at any
their hall on Sixth street. All visit-- ' lible
her husband to her side.
hoarseness and sore throat. .Cures
price. You are wasting your' money
When the new governor enters up '
she
to
want
"I
tag brethren cordially Invited to at grip, bronchitis, hemorrhages, asthma,
"Reuben,"
said,
Miss Delalda Ruiz de Ortiz against
you
to pay more for any baking powder
be our duty as
tend, C. W. McAllister. N. 'G.; E. croup, whioping cough. 50c and $1.00, on his duties It will
whom a warrant was sworn out at send me back to Vermont when I'm 25 cents for a 25 ounce can.
in
interested
New
citizens
Mexico,
of
away."
Cotock, V. O.; R. O. Williams, trial bottle free, guaranteed by all her., progress and development, her Albuquerque by Demetrio Garcia some passed'
Reuben pulled his whiskers reflec
Handsome, Is. to a woman as her
was
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; druggists.
ago,
days
larceny,
charging
future, to offer him every encourage
would
a
cost
"That,
- tively.
lot,
lies about it.
Mary
Jusbound
the
photograph
V.'Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
to
,
ofer
by
Jury
grand
ment we possibly, can for the proper
If a man will: compliment his wife
af- 1106' 01 the. Peace pavld .perea, fol
administration
of
the
honest
and
fRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. upon her youthful appearance and tell fairs of this great commonwealth, in- lowing a preliminary, hearing which
her that he loves her .occasionally,
covered nearly two days. Counsel for
come within his
102, meets every Friday night at
she will
the other white, lies sofar as they
the defendant did not offer any evi
their hall in tht Schmidt building, be tells. forgive
In an attempt to contradict the
Governor Mills is a strict adherent dence
west of Fountain Square, at eight
testimony
presented by. the prosecuto the enforcement of bur laws,' and
o'clock. Visiting members are
tion and asked that the case be dis
Try This For Dessert.
an
man
and
all
of
a
presfriends, popular
dlally welcome. Fred Phillips,
missed. The court overruled the mo
Dissolve one package of any flavor round
i
.
good fellow.
ident, Jas. Lowe, secretary.
however deciding that the evid
ed JELL-in one pint of boiling
For the territory's Interest and not tion,
ence against the woman was strong
When
COUNwater,
beat
Mills
we
William
J.
congealed,
COLUMBUS,
that
partly
party,
hope
KNIGHTS OF
enough to warrant holding her over
A bright and steady light depends' upon the
CIL NO. 804, meets second and until light, adding one cup whipped will make New Mexico a clean and under a $1,600 bond. The bond was
Pio- cream, and six crushed maccaroons. conservative chief executive.
C.
R.
ball,
O:
construction of the lamp.
,
fourth Thursday,
furnished
released
Miss
Ortiz
and
territory must be congratulat from
neer "building. Visiting members Whip all together thoroughly and ,The
best skill has put forth its best effort ia
The
is
the
that
It
custody.
alleged
on
this excellent selection.
ed
defendant fired some furniture in the
"perfecting the Rayo Lamp.
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, pour it into a mold or bowl. '. When
S.
F.
house of Demeterlo Garcia in Old Aland
will
be
it
Mackel,
P.
served
cool,
E.
may
Jellify
O. K.:
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
.
(Socorro Chieftain.)
on November 22.
with whipped cream or any good pudbuquerque,
The
current of air through
burn.
Hon. William J. Mills of Las Vegas,
'
THIRD ding sauce.
"
the air-tuof the Rayo Lamp secures a uniform
r. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND
suchief
of
Justice
territorial
the
'
at . The JELL-- costs 10c per
light, with never a flicker or flare.
One of Philadelphia's leading corpo- Tuesday evenings ach month,
package, preme court, has been appointed gov
VisitHall.
a
a
Brotherhood
rfttinrf
Tiro
lnniot-Jnm
viaiffno
in
.
, The. ideal family lamp. Made of brass through'
ernor to. succeed Governor George
Fraternal'
and can be obtained at any good
tHTiwa II U U II,, 11U Q .u , I. IT
invited.
and beautifully nickeled. '
out
are
return
cordially
and
Mills
ot
for
choice
of
last
The
al)
brothers
England
month,
Curry.
Judge
ing
C.
B.
arhad
been
he
as
told
how
as.
home,
ing,
the
The
is
president;
he
any
,
satisfactory
lamp, but you cannot
place
John Thornhlll,
Rayo is a
rested there. He had not had a vaca
could
better
at
been
made
from
have
a
that
the
price.
lamp
any
get
; Ward, secretary.
v :.'.:
One's wife never gets mad when
for some years, and, getting Into
he finds fault with the meals if they list of excellent candidates for that tion
Once a Kayo user, always one
FRA1ERNAL
IN
MEET
distinguished honor. It Insures the thej. country, ha proceeded to be "a
sum MEN
honBe.
hoardw
Dealer Everywhere.
If Not at Yoart, Writ iof
bo
Evtry
sucand
again."
people of New Mexico another
, Brotherhood hall every second
descriptive Circular to the Nearest A(ncy of tha
road
He
of
a
cessful
business
struck
and
country
administration,
piece
at
the
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
A Religious Author's Statement
C0NTDIEBT-)COMPANY
'
the republican organization of the and ran along for half a mile. He
run. Visiting brothers always welRev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salis-ur(Incorporated)
continuance of public con found a fence and vaulted it He saw
a
territory
David
N. C, who is the author ot sev
come to the wigwam.
a tjree and climbed it, and finally re
fidence in its policies.
mint sachem: Waite, H. Davis,ot eral books, writes: "For several years
turned to the village. Just as he struck
was
afflicted
with
trouble
collector
and
kidney
chief 'of records
the town a hand waB laid on his shoul
(Columbus, (N. M.,) News.)
nd last winter I was suddenly strlck-'
Su
Chief
der and a man said In a gruff voice:
of
wampum.
the
Territorial
Justice
,
,
In my kidneys
with a severe-paiW. J. Mills accepts the
court
"Coma with me."
preme
and was confined to bed eight days
. B. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!,
"What for?" inquired the other in
to
without
assistance.
unable
up
get
y
I. O. B. B. Meets every first
amazement
white
My urine contained a thick
fTm the constable and you're under
of the month In the vestry sediment and I passed same frequentarrest I've been followin' ye ana 1
room of Temple Monteftore, Doug- -' ly day and night I commenced takthink you are crazy." Philadelphia
las avenue and Ninth street. VIsIU ing Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
Times.
Vamm 1 mnlfmA
nirm
invited.
'"For
abated
and
.1
'.,
1.
i.u
are
gradually
cordially
finally
pain
tog brothers
MlPft on ni during thU tima 1 had to tk n
warm
'
before
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi ceased and my urine became normal.
"ur
an action oo 017 wy
lAn old negro who lives in the coun- bowoU. Happily I
I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kid- icojldCatcarew.
and today I am
well
J. B. Raisin, secretary. j
I "eTCaacarets I tr r came Hnto town one day and saw
be'n
ney Remedy." Red Cross Drug Co. .fill!:''
T?n
?!.'
K?"e?
miierywith internal pllei. Tbanka
an electric fan for the first time in
and O. G. Schaefer.
.... ...
uiB..it t. r k
r. Fiibor, itoanoia. In, hi a life. The whirling object at once
, A HOUSE? A LOT? A HORSE?
attracted his attention, and after ga
It's awfully nfce for a widower to
AN AUTOMOBILE? A BUSh
Inisr at It for several minutes with
Best For
convince his children that they need
v
curiosand
The
tnie
astonishment
NESS?
bowels
A MUSICAL INSTRU,
greatest
a' new mother.
the
of
itly, he turned to the proprietor
MENT? You will serve your own
soon and said: "Say boss, dat sut- Consumption Statistics
k
in
got
is
.
you
squirrel
interest by consulting
lively
tcnly
prove that a neglected cold or cough
Candy cathartic
lis yeah bage. but he's sHu'ly goln' to
41
puts the lungs in so bad a condition
on making
bhis his ieart if he
that consumption germs find .a ferHouse-tile field for fastening on one. Stop
qem reso utions so fast"t-Th- e
.
.
.
m
soon
Pleasant
r. n
as it appears
yeoper. t
Pal.t.Kla D,
the cough Just as
i n
eaken or Orlpe. We, SSc, too. timet
with Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Fever
old in bulk. The enuino
tablet stamped 0 OC
f
tlaaranteed
to tan or your money back.
,
Soothes the torn and inflamed tisSometlWs. a preacher
popularity
Sterling Remedy Co., Cbioaga or N.Y. Go$'
sues and makes yod well again. Sold
be iheasured by thf) softness of
fan
ASSUAL
TEN
Iu!LLI3H
SALE,
ECUS
Co.
Block
W sermens.
by Center
Depot Drag
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Bright and Steady
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Are You Thinking
of Buying
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Optic Want Ads

VJ

......

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

WE ANNOUNCE A

.B.

FOR RECJT

As is well known it is not customary with us
to repeat our Optic Ads consecutively but for
certain reasons we were not satified with that
of Saturday and hence say again that
.

li'e Would Like to. ilave

Prisoto Right Party

RlsjM

piimm r.mui 379

A NEW CREAMERY

WEATHER REPORT.
;
November 28th.
Maximum 46;"mlpi.-muTemperature:
t
25; &Taage'21.
"

At

'

Poinds for 65 Cts

Precipitation

It is not a "renovated"' butter and comes to us

as to quality, but before
placing it regularly in Stock ' we prefer to
ascertain what you think of it.
well ireccfrnmended

.

::.

:"1KE. DAVIS
Phones Main

0

193

v--

and 194

0

doubt us ask your neighbor; she uses

If you

it and will

recommended it. The best Flour in the City made
from the choicest of Kansas hard wheat.

At your

grocer's or at

J5he

L as Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

ex-

cept southwest portion; Tuesday
.
erally fair and warmer.

gen:

plght

HJ

'T--

':.

,

Bernardo Sandoval, aged 25 years,
and Macoria Portello, aged 21 years,
Nomination and election of officers both residents of
Pecos, N. M.; Este-fani- a
of the J. E. Rdsenwald lodge, WednesEucinas aged 40 years and Santemale
Vestry tiago, Gallegos y
day evening at the
Martinez, aged 60
;
rooms at 8 o'clock.
'i,
years, both residents of Trementlna,
N. M., have been granted marriage
'
Metalography sets and stamped licenses.
patterns at Mackel's.
Beginning November 10, the MerThe lots' on the boulevard which chants' Cafe will serve their
were advertised for sale recently for meals for 25 cents. Nothing will be
street grading taxes have been changed in regard to quantity or
purchased by the' Las Vegas Invest- quality. Everything first class, and
ment company.
we make
specialty of our Sunday
and Holiday dinners. Board and room
Regular Tuesday night DANCE to- U per day..
morrow at Mrs. O'Brien.
Dr. C. C. Gordon was called hurried
were kept ly to No. 2
The 'city employees"
yesterday to attend C.
busy today cleaning off the street Park who had been seized with an atof
crossings under the observance
tack of heart failure while crosslns
Jess Hunzaker the officer in charge the Glorleta mountain, Mr. Park's
of that "genial" bunch of workmen.
condition on arriving nere was quite
serious and much fear la entertained
Get the best at Nolette's barber as to whether or. not ha will reach his
s
home alive. Mr. Park was enroute
shop.
from California to his home in
'
The trial of Facundo Medina, charg
ed with the larceny of a horse beBon Marguerlto Romero will leave
longing to Fannie Jones, kept the
district court busy all day, no other tomorrow morning with six miners to
be employed at the mine now being
cases coming up for hearing. a
worked by the El Porvenir Copper
The Ladles' Guild, will meet Tues Mining Co. vWith these new men
emday atfernoon at 2:0 with Mrs. Gus there will be in all eighteen men
ployed at the mine. Mr. Romero and
Peterson, 813 Seventh street
the
his associates Intend workinpr
The minor operation performed this mine extensively and will add addifast as the mine
morning on Master Duncan A. Lowe, tional miners just asmen
can be
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe, was developes so more
and
heir
successful
the
young
quite
the Lowe tamily is resting very
.;
8T. PAUL'S GUILE'S ANNUAL
easy this afternoon.
8ALE
Christams taes. Calendars, and all of useful articles will be held Tops-da"
-- J
kinds of toys at MacWs.
December 7,. at Guild hall. There
will also be a booth for home-mad- e
The Elks memorial servleeswlll be candles as well as & sale table for
held next Sunday afternoon 1 2:30 cakes, bread, etc. All during the sale
o'clock at the Elks' lodge roonfi The the ladies will be prepared to serve
committee on arrangements are Hal- - coffee and sandwiches at 15 cents.
let Raynolds, W. B. Bunker and F. H. The liberal patronage of the public
).-- '
as well as the members of the church
Tlshler. .
is earnestly solicited.
The work on the concrete bride
A petition has been circulated about
spanning the Gallinas river at Bridge
street, is progressing rapidly. ' The the 'city for the past few days asking
concrete filling over the two arches the removal of the lumber yard be
already framed has been nearly com- longing to-- M. M. Sundt on Fourth
pleted and work on tearing up the street. It will be presented to the
other side of the bridge will start city council at the next regular meet
soon.
ing. The petition asserts that th
lumber yard belonging to Mr. Sundt
A party of huntsmen, bold and which is located on Fourth street, be
brave, consisting of Johnnie Thomp- tween National and Columbia avenues,
son, Allen Aldrldge, Jefferson Keene, is dangerous on account of fire and
Hubert Gillilule and Chas. Minnlum, Is an unsightly affair, which depre- decided to weather the snow storm
yesterday morning, so gathered their
guns and ammunition together and
went down the country about twenty- five miles. They returned last night
most frozen to death with only five
small quail as a reward for their ex- -

131,

,

YOUR SELECTION
3
OF A GOOD BANK

.'

':

the present, but
not only-foalso for the years to coine.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
flThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-

tjls important,

r

ganization.
-

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank

Our Sanitary

OF IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

j

Methods

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

!

JEFFERSON KAYNOLDS. President.
HAIXETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
E. D. BAYNOLDS. Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
'

Free from Slate or Slack
oh.A

ro.in

D. w. CONDON
.....

si

.

Foot Main 8t

In Your Selection of Tom and Ooffern

j

Plcaao You
We do not blend our own stock. We leave
it to Chase and JSanborns experts. That is
their business. Our business is to'sell
The Best of Everything Eatable

j.

v chase and Sanborhs'

Sole11

Croccro, Catchers and Dakcra

eoffea of rare flavor made so by
handling the world's choicest crop In
the one best way, from picking to
packing, so as to produce a coffee of
highest quality.
You'll like Electa whatever your
taste In coffee like It better than any
other coffee yon ever or ana, Dec ansa
it Is better.

J.

H.

;

t" "3

StEARNSj

East Las Vega

N, M,

p:
g:
:

gg;
"

2j3;

,

Jake
$

ClCtl
PHONE MAIN 107

.SIXTH STREET

THE BEST

BAKERY GOODS

C

Etary

IN THE

CITY
:

Ill

Hajr

Pumpkin .

at

fJincoPico

.

Extra Good

i. PAPEH'S

at

Orders

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.

SoucherV

elates the value ot property in that
"THE COFFEE MAN"
neighborhood. The petition has been
ownabout
P.
S. Special Orders, please give-2- 4
twenty property
signed by
ers in the vicinity of the lumber yard
hours notice.
who pray that the city council act
same.
on
the
favorably
Pay Your School Poll Tax.
I am Instructed by the board of education to begin with the collection
of School poll tax for the year 1909
at once, which is $1.00 for all able
bodied men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
p. m. at my office. In the City Hall.

For Sale
A nice

Cottage on 4th.

v

CHAS. TAMME,

St. lot

front; 'fine lawn,
good sized barn; coal and chickea
shed. A bargain for anyone who

Secretary Board of Education.

All Aboard for Harvesl
Carriage goes out Saturday morning, returns following Friday. Leave wants
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
.
Trading Co's.

62i-fe-

et

a nice home.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
Real Estate Co.
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
609 Douglas Ave. E. Las Vegas, N. M.
you. At the Lobby, of course.

STERILIZED

'.
:

8$

-

Boston Clotblng Douse

.

by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best
known.
We would be pleased to
serve you.

-

Never before have "the

people-otjja- s

Vegas and vicinity had thee
opportunity to boy their winter

'

MAIN 81

4

Las Vegas
Steam" Laundry

h
,i

i,

clothes from a so large, and well
Beiecieu biocs consisting oi uart
ociiaiiner

i

v

'

-

marx uioininff.

son cros. iurnismnes.
ana Murpny

and

wu-

-

Jonnston,

Selz

shoes,.

Hawes, Stetson and Knox Hats.

fil f

rXl,..,

Agents

town.
Why? Simply because we carry
the kind of goods discriminating pbo- - t
pie wont the choicest of every thug.
Whatever you get here you can pe
lure has back of It the approToTof
men who know Tolaet In food tuna,
and who select from the thousand
of brands the market offers, only
such as are proved wortny ot a place
among the worm nnesc
Such a brand 1

ELECTACOFF EE

'ItYour Aro Particular

that is why we are

,

8j

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
Try a dram of Old Taylor bonrboi
The best draft beer In ths city. At
the Opera bar. Served from barat
We WILL NOT knowing'
The
Lobby, of course.
rels oa the bar.
in
bundles
from
accept
ly
Fabst's draught beer on tap only
Carstalr's rye served at the Antlers
fected sources and everyat Opera bar.
only.
thing we wash is
THOROUGHLY.

The Class of Patrons a Store
Has is the Best Evidence of
the Kind of Goods it Sells
We number among; our regular
castomeri the "first families" oi thU

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,

i

'

Heating and cook stovgs, ranges
and stove repairs.
May and Hlle,
Bridge street, across from Brown
Trading Co.

I

--,

beginning Nov. 30th. This is your op- portunity to be fitted and be fitted
right. Come in and let the experien- ced demonstrator show, you the ART
OF DEVELOPING YOUR FIGURE
into the long, slender graceful lines of
the present modes. .There is an Ame- "rican Lady corset for your figure whe- ther it is stout or slender.
All fittings are free.

35-ce-

"Our Pride"
If not it's abont.time to do so.

Forecast ' Tonight local snow

posure. The huntsmen declare that it
is not any colder around the north
pole than It was driving home last

LOCAL NEWS

"

'

Have you put in that order for

Floor.

'

11.

-n-

jCor$et$

:

"

BUTTER

"Which We Are Offering

I

...

i

Special Demonstration
o' American Cadp

v

foor Opioid

Concerning the Merits'bf

2

29, 1909

sf Mowers

LaiRRY
Verj as Greenhouses
Phone Main 27S
ONION,
Prop.

Special reduction in Boy's and.
Children s suits and overcoats.

M, Greenberger
Proprietor

Cofy-rif-

1909 bj Hart ftcbaifuer U Marx

;

